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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
5IF UI BOE UI NFFUJOHT PG UIF $POGFSFODF PG UIF 1BSUJFT UP $*5&4 EFDJEFE UP DPOTJEFS UIF GFBTJCJMJUZ PG
implementing a traceability system for snake skins based on available studies and reports, after guidance
and recommendations from its Standing Committee. In response, UNCTAD and the CITES Secretariat jointly
DPNNJTTJPOFE UIJT TDPQJOH TUVEZ PO i5SBDFBCJMJUZ 4ZTUFNT GPS B TVTUBJOBCMF JOUFSOBUJPOBM USBEF JO 4PVUI &BTU
"TJBO1ZUIPO4LJOTw SFGFSSFEUPBTUIF4UVEZIFSFBGUFS UPQSPWJEFBOBMZTJTBOEPQUJPOTSFHBSEJOHFYJTUJOHNBSLJOH
and tracing systems, a traceability system to confirm the legal origin of snake skins, and the economic feasibility
of current technologies to implement such a traceability and marking system. Specific recommendations to the
CITES Animals Committee and Standing Committee would be elaborated by UNCTAD and the CITES Secretariat
on inputs received from stakeholders during the consultations, briefings, meetings, peer reviews and workshops
conducted in the course of preparing the Study, and from the discussions on the Study.
This Study has been prepared on the basis of inputs received from stakeholders during extensive and intensive
consultations, briefings, meetings, peer reviews and workshops. Three key conclusions emerged from this work as
follows: (1) there is an urgent need to mark all python skins traded, (2) there should be an inventory and tagging of all
python skin stockpiles in South East Asia, and (3) there was recognition of the need for dedicated funding sources to
annually support monitoring programs including research, management, enforcement, compliance, trade monitoring
BOEDPOTFSWBUJPOFEVDBUJPO3FMBUFEBOEBEEJUJPOBMýOEJOHTGSPNUIF4UVEZBSFTVNNBSJ[FECFMPX

Marking of python skins
There is an urgent need to mark python skins traded to ensure that such trade is legal, sustainable and verifiable
(traceable and independently monitored), with benefits to commerce (economic gains), conservation (habitats
and wetlands), and communities (local people and cultures). Improved traceability would contribute to confirming
origin and legal sourcing, and together with export permits would strengthen the credibility of the CITES
certification system. At the same time, it is noted that improved traceability and tagging systems can help prevent
but cannot totally overcome false declarations of origin, laundering of wild skins or direct smuggling. It is thus
JNQPSUBOUGPS1BSUJFTUP$*5&4BOESFMFWBOUTUBLFIPMEFSTUPBDDPSEIJHIQSJPSJUZUPUSBDFBCJMJUZBOETVTUBJOBCJMJUZ
issues, with timely and strict penalties for non-compliance.
Among the different traceability systems considered, a two-tier system emerged as a preferred option. It would
DPNQSJTF B NBOEBUPSZ ýSTU UJFS GSPN ESJFE TOBLFT TLJOT UP ýOJTIFE MFBUIFS UBOOFSZ CPUUMFOFDL  " MPXDPTU 
CBSDPEFE ACVUUPO TUZMF UBH XBT QSFGFSSFE BT UIF GFBTJCMF NBSLJOH DIPJDF GPS UIF ýSTUUJFS " TFDPOE UJFS GSPN
manufacturing to retail product was also supported, however no clear consensus emerged on whether it should
be optional or mandatory. The implication of a mandatory marking of finished products requires thorough review.
3'*%UFDIOPMPHZJTDPOTJEFSFEBOPQUJPOGPSUIFNBSLJOHVOEFSUIFTFDPOEUJFS5IFQSFGFSFODFGPSBUXPUJFSFE
traceability system was also based on the emergence of local manufacturing capacity as a value added strategy,
with increased incomes for local communities including apprentices and craftsmen.
5IF SFUBHHJOH PG QZUIPO TLJOT BGUFS UIF UBOOJOH QSPDFTT XBT DPOTJEFSFE +VTUJýDBUJPO EPFT FYJTU UP SFNPWF
python skin tags during tanning operations, particularly finishing, because of its specific and unique requirements
BOE UIF NBDIJOFSZ VTFE GPS UIF QSFTTJOH  QMBUJOH BOE NJMMFOOJVN ýOJTIFT PG QZUIPO TLJOT )PXFWFS  GVSUIFS
discussions are needed with concerned industries to examine workable solutions, including on potential loopholes
associated with retagging.
As part of the improved traceability system, Adaptive Management Strategies and Non-Detriment Findings can
CFFOIBODFECZUIFDPMMFDUJPOPGEBUBPOTOBLFTLJOTJ[FBOEHFOEFS

Inventory of python skin stockpiles in South East Asia
An inventory of python skin stockpiles in South East Asia ideally under the supervision of the local CITES
.BOBHFNFOU "VUIPSJUZ BOE XJUI UIF EBUB HBUIFSFE SFNBJOJOH TUSJDUMZ DPOýEFOUJBM 1SPUPDPMT GPS TUBOEBSEJ[FE
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inventory guidelines should be developed to address tagging, pre-Convention stock (if any remains), and a
budget to administer the inventory.
Snake skin skinning instructions to deter stockpiling have been successfully used in Argentina for the model
:FMMPX"OBDPOEB.BOBHFNFOU1SPHSBN :".1 XIJDIBMTPSFRVJSFTUBHHJOH MJDFOTJOH SFQPSUJOHBOEFOIBODFE
accountability systems. Skinning instructions may be less useful once stockpiles and annual range State quotas
are tagged and account-based reporting systems and databases are operational.

Compliance, capacity building and dedicated funding sources
3BOHF 4UBUF DPNQMJBODF JTTVFT SFMBUFE MFTT UP SFHVMBUPSZ GSBNFXPSLT  XIJDI XFSF HFOFSBMMZ DPNQSFIFOTJWF 
BOENPSFUPDPNQMJBODFNPOJUPSJOHBOEUIFJOUFSEJDUJPOPGJMMFHBMUSBEF5IF"4&"/8&/ 8JMEMJGF&OGPSDFNFOU
Networks) could greatly assist ASEAN range State enforcement efforts.
Compliance monitoring could be further improved with the use of transport documents that included tag number
manifests, shipping declarations, electronic reporting, designated port inspections and enhanced enforcement
techniques.
Capacity building and best management practices are essential building blocks to enhance research,
management, enforcement, compliance, trade monitoring and conservation education. Engaging local range
State biologists and scientists is an important step in developing local champions who could work to promote
strategies for sustainability in local communities.
Economic incentives for legal trade, value-added tanning and manufacturing options, more development of byQSPEVDUNBSLFUTBTXFMMBTSFDPHOJUJPOPGiTLJOBOEMFBUIFSWBMVFTwBSFJNQPSUBOUXBZTUPFOIBODFFRVJUBCMFDPTU
and benefit sharing. The importance of python trade values to local livelihoods should be highlighted in initiatives
that could include linking with the media and private sector stakeholders.
A more comprehensive commercial case for the levels of captive-bred python skins reported in trade needs to
CFNBEF QBSUJDVMBSMZJO-BP1%3BOE7JFU/BN
%FEJDBUFEGVOEJOHPQUJPOTBSFFTTFOUJBMUPCFUUFSýOBODFTVTUBJOBCJMJUZBOEUSBDFBCJMJUZPQUJPOT5IF-PVJTJBOB
"MMJHBUPSBOE1BQVB/FX(VJOFBDSPDPEJMFQSPHSBNBQQSPBDIFTGPSEVUJFTBOENPOJUPSJOHSFWFOVFBSFFYBNQMFT
UPCFDPOTJEFSFEJOBSBOHFPGPGBTLJOTFYQPSUWBMVF*OEVTUSZTIPVMEBMTPDPOTJEFSFTUBCMJTIJOHBQZUIPO
SFTPVSDFGVOEUPTVQQPSUSBOHF4UBUFTFGGPSUTGPSFOIBODFEUSBDFBCJMJUZBOETVTUBJOBCJMJUZ*OEVTUSZTIPVMEBMTP
DPOTJEFSGVOEJOHMFWFMTBOEPSHBOJ[BUJPOBMTUSVDUVSFTUPFYQFEJUFSFHJPOBMUFTUJOHXPSLTIPQT ýSTUUJFSUBHHJOH 
range States databases (including scanners, computers, technical expertise) and sustainable sourcing initiatives
MJOLFEUP6/&18$.$

Trade data
5IFi8PSME5SBEFJO4LJOTPG-BSHF$*5&4-JTUFE4OBLF4QFDJFTw3FQPSUDPNQMFUFEBTQBSUPGUIJT4UVEZ TIPVME
CFDPOUJOVFEBUMFBTUUISPVHI$P1  UPQSPWJEFUIFCFTUIJTUPSJDBMUSBEFEBUBGPSUIFQSFWJPVTZFBST
$POTJEFSBUJPOTIPVMECFHJWFOUPFYQBOEUIJTUSBEFNPOJUPSJOHTUVEZUPBi(MPCBM3FQUJMF5SBEF4UVEZ (354 w
in the future.
5IF4VTUBJOBCMF4PVSDJOHQSPHSBNEFWFMPQFECZ6/&18$.$JOTIPVMECFSFDPOTJEFSFE QBSUJDVMBSMZUIF
DPODFQUPGTQFDJFTSFWJFXTBOEBi5SBGýD-JHIUwTZTUFNUPTJNQMZDPNNVOJDBUFUIFTUBUVTPGTQFDJFTJOUSBEFUP
industry participants and other stakeholders.
The issues and options of setting national quotas should be carefully reviewed to consider ways to more effectively
monitor and leverage trade values to range States.

Continued dialogue and follow-up
5IF$*5&44OBLFT8PSLJOH(SPVQPOTOBLFUSBEFBOEDPOTFSWBUJPONBOBHFNFOUDPVMETFSWFBTBSFHVMBSGPSVN 
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JOBEEJUJPOUPUIF*6$/#14(GPSEJBMPHVF EJTDVTTJPOTBOECBMBODFEDPMMBCPSBUJPOCFUXFFOTDJFOUJTUT SBOHF
States and industry as an integral part of developing better protection, management, sustainability strategies and
conservation education for large CITES-listed snakes. The work of the group would be supported by the CITES
Secretariat, UNCTAD and other institutions with an interest in the trade of python skins.
Explore collaboration options with all stakeholders, such as public-private partnerships, in order to implement
initiatives addressing issues such as tagging, stockpiling, sustainable sourcing, monitoring, animal welfare and
dedicated funding issues.
The option for range States to initiate national legislation or regulations to require all python skins in trade to be
tagged by 2015 and for all stockpiles of python skins be inventoried and tagged by the end of 2014 should be
promoted and considered.
8PSLTIPQTJOSBOHF4UBUFTTIPVMECFTDIFEVMFEBOEDPOEVDUFEJOUIFýSTURVBSUFSPGUPGVSUIFSBEESFTT
issues concerning tagging and traceability, stockpiles, inventories, sustainable sourcing guidelines, enforcement,
compliance, trade monitoring, dedicated funding and animal welfare.
A constructive industry forum that includes range States, regional trade representatives and others would also
help to enhance future stakeholder engagement.
"DPNQBOJPOi.BSTIUP.BSLFUwTUPSZUPCFUUFSFEVDBUFDPOTVNFSTBOEUIFQVCMJDBCPVUTVTUBJOBCMFCFOFýUT
for commerce (economic incentives), conservation (wetlands and habitats) and communities (local people and
cultures) is needed.
5IF )VNBOF ,JMMJOH (VJEFMJOFT GSPN UIF 4XJTTMFE &YQFSU 1BOFM 3FQPSU TIPVME CF JNQMFNFOUFE BT TPPO BT
possible.

I. Introduction

I. INTRODUCTION
Background
The Study co-commissioned by the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
and the CITES Secretariat is an ambitious attempt to
undertake a scoping study on sustainable sourcing of
snake skins from South East Asia. The Study is also intended to be a practical guide on how improved traceability systems could work fairly for all stakeholders,
and how it could affect the livelihoods of local people
and benefit conservation of the species through balanced economic incentives linked to wildlife habitats.
Species of South East Asian python concerned in this
study are:
t 3FUJDVMBUFEQZUIPO Python reticulatus ssp),
t #VSNFTFQZUIPO Python bivittatus ssp), and
t 4IPSUUBJMFEQZUIPO Python curtus, P. brongersmai
and P. bretensteini).
It emerged from stakeholder consultations and peer
review of the Study that specific suggestions would be
provided on direct ways to reduce illegal trade in python skins, implement a tagging and traceability system, identify dedicated funding options and suggest a
timetable for implementation. It was also considered
important to be clear on what a traceability system
alone can offer, and where management actions need
to work in conjunction with a traceability system to
achieve a sustainable harvest while also reducing illegal trade.

1

In the course of the Study and related stakeholder
consultations1, consensus emerged on 1) the urgent
need to tag all python skins, 2) support an inventory
of all python stockpiles in South East Asia and, 3) recognition of the need for dedicated funding sources
to annually support monitoring programs including
research, management, enforcement, compliance,
trade monitoring and conservation education.
This Study explores options for strengthening control and monitoring systems for international trade in
python skins and for promoting further private sector
engagement in sustainable sourcing and regulated
trade of CITES listed species. This Study also aims to
recommend actions or options that urgently consider
ways to tag all python skins in trade, enhance instiUVUJPOBMGSBNFXPSLTGPSCFUUFSUSBDFBCJMJUZ FNQIBTJ[F
the importance of capacity building and dedicated
funding to improve research, management, enforcement, compliance, trade monitoring and conservation
education. In other words, develop practical guidelines and implementation timelines within the CITES
context to benefit commerce (economic incentives),
conservation (ecosystems) and communities (local
people and cultures).
The terms of reference for the Study are highlighted
JO#PY

CITES process and UNCTAD’s
contribution
The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) is the focal point within the
United Nations for trade and development as well
as the relation between finance, technology, invest-

Box 1: Summary of UNCTAD/CITES TORs and Objectives for the Scoping Traceability Study for South East Asian python
skins (March-August, 2013)
B  *NQSPWF 5SBDFBCJMJUZ J  5BHHJOH PS NBSLJOH PQUJPOT NBUSJY SBOLJOH PG UZQF  EFTJHO  DPTU  BOE JJ  *OTUJUVUJPOBM
frameworks and compliance standards.
C  $PNQMFNFOU $*5&4 1FSNJUUJOH 4ZTUFNT J  -JDFOTJOH BOE SFQPSUJOH SFRVJSFNFOUT JJ  4IJQNFOU EFDMBSBUJPOT BOE
JOTQFDUJPOT JJJ 1FSNJUDMFBSJOHIPVTFSFWJFXTBOEJOWFOUPSJFTBOE JW 4IJQQJOHUBHTBOEFYQPSUEPDVNFOUBUJPO
D  *NQSPWF$POTFSWBUJPO BOE 4VTUBJOBCMF 6TF 'SBNFXPSLT J  1SPUFDUFE BSFBT BOE NBOBHFNFOU VOJUT JJ  1SPWJODJBM
RVPUBTBOEIBSWFTUMJNJUBUJPOT JJJ *6$/#PB1ZUIPO4QFDJBMJTUT(SPVQBOE JW :FMMPX"OBDPOEB.PEFM
E  &OIBODF $PNQMJBODF BOE &OGPSDFNFOU J  %FTJHOBUFE QPSUT BOE JOTQFDUJPOT JJ  5SBJOJOH BOE *% NBOVBM BOE JJJ 
3FHJPOBMFOGPSDFNFOUDPPSEJOBUJPO "4&"/8&/ 
F  *NQSPWF$BQBDJUZ#VJMEJOH J 3FTFBSDIBOENBOBHFNFOU JJ &OGPSDFNFOUBOEDPNQMJBODFBOE JJJ "OOVBMSFQPSUT
and trade monitoring.
G  &ODPVSBHFTUBLFIPMEFSFOHBHFNFOU J 4VQQMZDIBJOQBSUJDJQBOUT )BSWFTUFSTBOE%FBMFST  JJ 5SBEFSTBOE5BOOFST
BOE JJJ .BOVGBDUVSFSTBOE-VYVSZ#SBOET
H  3FDPNNFOEFRVJUBCMFDPTUBOECFOFýUTIBSJOH J 4VQQMZTJEF SBXTLJO  JJ 7BMVFBEEFE DSVTUBOEýOJTIUBOOJOH 
JJJ .BOVGBDUVSJOHBOESFUBJM JW %FEJDBUFEGVOEJOHTPVSDFTBOE W %FUFSNJOFBQQMJDBCJMJUZUPPUIFSSFQUJMFTJOUSBEF
TVDIBTTOBLFT MJ[BSET UVSUMFT FUDBOECZQSPEVDUT NFBU HBMMCMBEEFST FUD 
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ment and sustainable development. The Convention
PO*OUFSOBUJPOBM5SBEFJO&OEBOHFSFE4QFDJFTPG8JME
Fauna and Flora (CITES) is the multilateral environmental agreement established to ensure that internaUJPOBMUSBEFJOTQFDJNFOTPGXJMEBOJNBMTBOEQMBOUT
is sustainable, legal and traceable in order to avoid
VUJMJ[BUJPOTUIBUBSFJODPNQBUJCMFXJUIUIFJSTVSWJWBMJO
the wild.
Due to their complementary goals, UNCTAD and the
CITES secretariats have fostered a long-standing cooperation in ensuring sustainable and regulated trade
in specimens of CITES listed species, as defined by
a common Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
signed in March 2010. The three main objectives of
this MoU are aimed at ensuring the conservation of
species, enhancing the livelihoods of poor people in
remote and marginal areas, and promoting business
opportunities for entrepreneurs that fully comply with
CITES requirements, as well as with national regulations. Under this MoU, particular attention is given to
the role of positive economic incentives for sustainable management of CITES Appendix II and III-listed
species.
Currently, UNCTAD is collaborating with the CITES
4FDSFUBSJBUJOUIFJNQMFNFOUBUJPOPG$*5&4$01%Fcisions 16.102 to 16.105, which instructs the latter to:
Decision 16.102 c) inform Parties of the results of the
International Trade Centre (ITC) Study on trade in python snakes in Asia, the UNCTAD Biotrade Initiative’s

Working Group on reptile skin sourcing, when these
become available, and other relevant studies and information;
16.103 The Animals Committee shall:
a) review the results of the activities indicated in Decision 16.102, paragraphs a) to c), as well as the
results of the ITC Study and other relevant studies on trade in python snakes in Asia and UNCTAD Biotrade Initiative’s Working Group on reptile
skin sourcing, when available; and, based on these
studies and reports, develop guidance and recommendations for consideration by the Standing
Committee;
b) examine the Study undertaken by the UNCTAD
Biotrade Initiative’s Working Group on reptile skin
sourcing mentioned in Decision 16.102, paragraph
c), and any other relevant available information concerning:
i) existing marking and tracing systems and,
where relevant, accompanying certification
schemes of all kinds (and not necessarily limited to those currently in use for trade in wild
species), which could provide best practices
that might be applicable to snakes;
ii) a traceability system to confirm the legal origin
of snake skins; and
iii) the economic feasibility of current technologies
to implement such a traceability and marking
system;
c) advise the Standing Committee on the feasibility

Box 2: The CITES decision making process and timetable on trade in python skins from South East Asia
t .BSDIBU$PQUIF$*5&44FDSFUBSJBUJOGPSNFEJUT1BSUJFT "OJNBM$PNNJUUFF "$ BOE4UBOEJOH$PNNJUUFF
(SC) to look at studies undertaken by ITC, UNCTAD and other information available.
t "QSJM"$XJMMMPPLBUTUVEJFTGSPN*5$BOE6/$5"% BTXFMMBTBOZGVSUIFSJOGPSNBUJPOUIBUXJMMCFBWBJMBCMF
and make recommendations on the way forward, considering what has been done and what is most feasible to be
implemented, particularly on the issues of (i) existing marking, tracing and certification systems, (ii) traceability systems
to confirm legal origin of snake skins and (iii) economic feasibility to implement the systems. AC will also make
SFDPNNFOEBUJPOTUP4$UIBUXJMMNFFUJO+VMZ
t +VMZ4$XJMMDPOTJEFSUIFSFQPSUTBOEUIFSFDPNNFOEBUJPOTGSPN"$BOENBLFJUTPXOSFDPNNFOEBUJPOT
t .BSDI"QSJM"$NBZDPOTJEFSOFXJOGPSNBUJPOBWBJMBCMFBTXFMMBTUIFSFDPNNFOEBUJPOTPVUQVUTGSPNUIF4$
"OEBOFYQFDUFEPVUQVUDPVMECFBQSPQPTFE3FTPMVUJPOPOIPXUIFUSBEFPGTOBLFTLJOTTIPVMECFDPOUSPMMFECZ
USBDFBCJMJUZ NBSLFUJOH XIJDIFWFSUIF1BSUJFTTIPVMEEFDJEF
t 4VNNFS4$XJMMQSPWJEFUIFýOBMSFDPNNFOEBUJPOTUP$01 DPOTJEFSJOHUIFQSPHSFTTNBEFBOEGVSUIFS
advise from AC.
t "U$01 1BSUJFTXJMMDPOTJEFSSFDPNNFOEBUJPOTGSPN4$BOEEFDJEFPOB3FTPMVUJPOJG1BSUJFTBHSFF5IF
3FTPMVUJPOXJMMCFMFHBMMZCJOEJOH
*UJTJNQPSUBOUUPIJHIMJHIUUIBUUIFBCPWFQSPDFTTEPFTOPUFYDMVEF1BSUJFTBOEPUIFSJOJUJBUJWFTGSPNBEWBODJOHBOEUFTUing systems or studies being undertaken that could be fed into the CITES process.
Source.S.BUIJBT-PFSUTDIFS $IBJSPGUIF$*5&44$48( QSPWJEFEEVSJOHBCSJFýOHPOUIFTUVEZKPJOUMZPSHBOJ[FE
CZ6/$5"%BOEUIF$*5&44FDSFUBSJBUT (FOFWB +VOF  
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of implementing such a traceability system for
snakes; and
d) report on the status of this work at the 65th and
66th meetings of the Standing Committee.
16.105 The Standing Committee shall:
a) consider the reports and recommendations from
the Animals Committee and the Secretariat provided in accordance with Decisions 16.102 and
16.103 and, as appropriate, the results of the ITC
Study on trade in python snakes in Asia, the UNCTAD Biotrade Initiative’s Working Group on reptile
skin sourcing, and any other relevant available information;
b) examine the Study undertaken by the UNCTAD
Biotrade Initiative’s Working Group on reptile skin
sourcing, and any other relevant available information concerning:
i) the socio-economic implications of such a
traceability system; and
ii) the potential costs of the system at all levels
along the supply chain, from producers to consumers;
c) make recommendations to the Parties, the Animals
Committee and the Secretariat as appropriate;
A summary of CITES decision making process and
UJNFUBCMFJTQSPWJEFEJO#PY
As mentioned above, one key aspect of this Study is
to explore options for strengthening control and monitoring systems for international trade in South East
Asian python skins and promote further private sector engagement in sustainable sourcing and regulated
trade of CITES listed species.
Decisions followed a recommendation adopted at
the twenty-sixth meeting of the Animals Committee in
March 2012, to consider the results of UNCTAD work
on the development of an International Traceability
System for Snake Skins and make appropriate recommendations at the sixteenth meeting of the ConferFODFPGUIF1BSUJFTJO.BSDI5PGVMýMMUIJTPCKFDtive, under the UNCTAD-CITES MoU, UNCTAD and
CITES commissioned a scoping Study to provide the
necessary analysis and options for consideration by
$*5&41BSUJFTGPSUIFFWFOUVBMEFTJHOPGBUSBDFBCJMJUZ
system for python skins.
5BLJOHBEWBOUBHFPG$*5&4$01JO.BSDI B
SPVOEUBCMFXBTKPJOUMZPSHBOJ[FECZ$*5&44FDSFUBSJBU
and UNCTAD. The roundtable provided a platform to
discuss the issue of traceability and possible contours
of the UNCTAD/CITES scoping Study which could
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provide the necessary analysis, details and options for
DPOTJEFSBUJPOCZ$*5&41BSUJFT5IFFWFOUVBMEFTJHOPG
a traceability system for snake skins would be based
POUIFOFFET JOQVUTPGUIF1BSUJFTUIFNTFMWFT JOEVTUSZ
members and civil society, as well as integrating issues
TVDI BT TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ DPODFSOT USBDFBCJMJUZ  NBSLJOH 
UBHHJOHBOEPUIFSUFDIOPMPHJDBMPQUJPOTDPNQMJBODFPG
TUBOEBSETBOESFHVMBUJPOTBWBJMBCMFJOTUJUVUJPOBMGSBNFXPSLTUIFWBMVFPGDBQBDJUZCVJMEJOHBOEHVJEBODFBOE
NBOVBMTUIFOFFEGPSJODSFBTFEFOHBHFNFOUGSPNUIF
QSJWBUF TFDUPS BOE DPOTFSWBUJPO PSHBOJ[BUJPOT BOE
cost implications especially for range States (i.e. States
from which python skins are sourced).

Consultation process of this study
This Study is intended to help move forward a python
skin trade that is legal, sustainable and traceable and
generates positive environmental impacts (improved
conservation status of the species and ecosystems),
economic and social benefits (countries, private sector and local communities, improved livelihoods of
local people and better recognition of their practices
and cultures).
*UJTUIFUIJSE4UVEZJOBSFDFOUTFSJFTPGTUVEJFT i*NQSPWJOH *OUFSOBUJPOBM 4ZTUFNT GPS 5SBEF JO 3FQUJMF
4LJOT#BTFEPO4VTUBJOBCMF6TFw2 BOEi5IF5SBEFJO
4PVUI &BTU "TJBO 1ZUIPO 4LJOTw3. A fourth Study on
captive-breeding issues and assessments is currently
being undertaken by some members of the IUCN/
44$#PB1ZUIPO4QFDJBMJTU(SPVQBOEXJMMCFDPNpleted later this year.
Meetings and consultations were conducted in eight
countries4 and inputs and viewpoints were provided
CZBCSPBESBOHFPGTUBLFIPMEFST3FHJPOBMQSJWBUF
TFDUPST JOQVU XBT QSPWJEFE DPOýEFOUJBMMZ BOE UIF
author has tried to respect all sensitive industry input
in the spirit it was provided - to move the python
trade towards a legal supply that is traceable and
sustainable through practical and lowest cost options.
Direct input was also obtained from several luxury
brands attending the UNCTAD/CITES Information
4FTTJPO JO +VOF  BT XFMM BT PUIFS FWFOUT5 The
*6$/44$ #PB  1ZUIPO 4QFDJBMJTU (SPVQ #14( 
members provided important insight into sustainability and traceability issues, including planned research
into DNA, Isotopic and other diagnostics useful to
more accurately determine origins in the future. The
#14($IBJS BOE$POTFSWBUJPO.BOBHFSPGUIF'VO-
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EBDJØO #JPEJWFSTJEBE "SHFOUJOB  QSPWJEFE TQFDJýD
examples of Anaconda skinning instructions, the usefulness to differentiate between harvest years and a
WBMVFDPTUTVNNBSZGPSUIFNPEFM:FMMPX"OBDPOEB
.BOBHFNFOU1SPHSBNPG"SHFOUJOB
5IF*6$/$SPDPEJMF4QFDJBMJTU(SPVQ $4( $IBJSQSPvided references on physical marking techniques used
in crocodilian captive breeding operations and obserWBUJPOTPOUIFVTFPGTLJOTJ[FTBTCPUINBOBHFNFOU
BOESFHVMBUPSZUPPMT4OBLFFYQFSUTMJLF1FUFS#SB[JUJT
GPSNFSMZUIF$VSBUPSPG3FQUJMFTGPSUIF/FX:PSL$FOUSBM1BSL;PP TIBSFEQSBDUJDBMJOTJHIUTJOUPUIFVTFPG
ID manuals and contacted his colleagues for opinions
POXBZTUPCFUUFSVTFTLJOTJ[FTBTBEBQUJWFNBOBHFNFOUUPPMT'SPNUIFDPOTFSWBUJPOPSHBOJ[BUJPOTJEF 
UIF*6$/4QFDJFT4VSWJWBM$PNNJTTJPO 44$ 8PSME
8JMEMJGF 'VOE 88'  BOE )FMNIPMU[ $FOUFS GPS &OWJSPONFOUBM 3FTFBSDI QSPWJEFE JOQVU PO UIF CBMBODF
needed between commerce and conservation as well
as encouragement for the proactive objectives of this
4UVEZ"UUIFSJTLPGPNJUUJOHPUIFSPSHBOJ[BUJPOTXIJDI
made valuable contributions to this Study, the above
are representative of a comprehensive approach to
increase awareness, input and engagement of stakeholders with an interest in traceability and sustainability options for pythons.
A broad cross-section of stakeholders provided valuable input to this Study that included regional trade
HSPVQTMJLFUIF4JOHBQPSF3FQUJMF4LJO5SBEFST"TTPDJBUJPO 4345"  *OEPOFTJBO 3FQUJMF BOE "NQIJCJBO
5SBEF"TTPDJBUJPO *3"5" BOEUIF*UBMJBO5BOOFST"TTPDJBUJPO 6/*$ 3BOHF4UBUFNFFUJOHTBOEýFMEUSJQT
in South East Asia were held with Indonesia, Malaysia,
Viet Nam and Singapore with CITES Management
and Scientific Authorities as well as snake catchers,
collectors, farmers, tanners and exporters. A series
Figure 1: UNCTAD-CITES information session June 2013

Source: UNCTAD

of meetings and regular consultations were held with
UNCTAD, CITES and the Chair of the Standing ComNJUUFF8PSLJOH(SPVQPOTOBLFUSBEFBOEDPOTFSWBUJPO NBOBHFNFOU 4$8(4  JODMVEJOH B +VOF 
JOGPSNBUJPOTFTTJPOJO(FOFWBPOQSFMJNJOBSZýOEJOHT6
(see figure 1) as well as the UNIC Italian tanners meetJOHJO+VMZ TFFýHVSF 
The first draft of the Study was subjected to a peer
review process from 17 to 27 September 2013. Views
obtained from the peer review enriched the Study.
" GPMMPX VQ 6/$5"%$*5&4 8PSLTIPQ XBT IFME JO
(FOFWB0DUPCFS UPQSPWJEFSBOHF4UBUF
SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT  JOEVTUSZ  DPOTFSWBUJPO PSHBOJ[BUJPOT
and other stakeholders another opportunity to comment and provide direct input to the final draft working
document.

Pythons skins trade in South East Asia
The trade in python skins takes place in ten South
East Asian countries covering a vast area, with 17,000
JTMBOET JO *OEPOFTJB BMPOF 4FWFSBM 1ZUIPO TQFDJFT
3FUJDVMBUFEQZUIPO Python reticulatus ssp, #VSNFTF
python, Python bivittatus ssp, Shortail pythons, Python curtus, P. brongersmai and P. breitensteini) occur
across this range with the reticulated python the most
widespread from Southern China through South East
"TJB *OEPOFTJBBOEUIF1IJMJQQJOFT5IF*OEJBOQZUIPO
(Python molurus  BOE #VSNFTF QZUIPO P. bivittatus
ssp) cover an extensive range on the Indian sub-continent and South East Asia (see figures 3 and 4).
The reported python skin trade in 2010 was approximately 500,000 skins a year, with estimates of illegal
trade that may equal the legal trade7 or approaching
POFNJMMJPOTLJOTBZFBS5IFSFQPSUFE1ZUIPOUSBEFJO
XBTNPSFUIBO TLJOT TFF5SBEF.POJFigure 2: UNIC Italian tanners meeting

Source: UNCTAD
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Figure 3: Global distribution of pythons
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Figure 4: Native distribution of Indian & Burmese pythons

Source: M. Dorcas

Source: M. Dorcas

toring section). Total value is at least $100 million in
raw (dried) skins, more than twice that value in leather,
and 3 to 5 times leather value at retail, depending on
the manufacturing multiplier used.

tion with CITES, UNCTAD and relevant actors. More
FOHBHFNFOUXJUI6/&18$.$BOE*6$/#14(BSF
also worthy and achievable goals.

The unfortunate reality of challenges to protect threatened or endangered species, manage those that can
CFTVTUBJOBCMZVUJMJ[FEBOEDPOTFSWFIBCJUBUTFTTFOUJBM
for their survival, often requires convincing policymakers and civil society that conservation is in the public
interest and deserves adequate funding levels to support research, management, enforcement, compliance, trade monitoring and conservation education.
It is important to highlight the positive impact that sustainable use of natural resources has on local livelihoods, conservation of vital wildlife habitats, and benefits to the culture and heritage of communities.
Economic incentives and dedicated funding are essential building blocks to improve and enhance the
sustainable use of some natural resources with benefits to commerce (economic incentives), conservation
(ecosystems) and communities (local people and culUVSFT "OEUIBU$BQBDJUZ#VJMEJOHBOE#FTU.BOBHFNFOU1SBDUJDFT #.1T BSFFRVBMMZJNQPSUBOUGPVOEBtions for all sustainable management programmes.
This Study considers a preliminary framework for an
improved python skin traceability and sustainability
TZTUFN 5IF $*5&4 1BSUJFT IBWF UIF PQQPSUVOJUZ UP
resolve many issues in this complex trade. An implementation phase should be considered, including
workshops, tag testing and ongoing dialogue between science, trade and range States in coopera-

The ultimate goal for python skin or any other sustainable use programme should be a regulated trade that
is legal, sustainable and traceable. And once those
HPBMT BSF SFBTPOBCMZ NFU  B DPNQBOJPO i.BSTI UP
.BSLFUwTUPSZUIBUFYQMBJOTTJNQMZUIFCFOFýUTPGTVTtainable use to wetlands, habitats, local people and
cultures, should be developed to inform better policymakers and the public.
Considering the current body of knowledge, some options were identified that can be implemented unilaterally or regionally by range States, re-exporting or imQPSUJOH$*5&41BSUJFT0GQBSUJDVMBSJNQPSUBODFXPVME
be a series of workshops in range countries to:
(BJOBCFUUFSVOEFSTUBOEJOHCZTUBLFIPMEFSTPGUIF
urgent need to improve traceability,
2. Dscuss options for the first point of tagging and ways
to help mitigate currently high illegal trade levels.
1SFTFOUGJOEJOHTGSPNUIFFYQFSUQBOFMPO)VNBOF
,JMMJOH PG 3FQUJMFT 3FQPSU and actions needed to
eliminate methods determined to be inappropriate
and inhumane in favour of an approved and humane method.
3. Discuss the importance of origin and accuracy of
TJ[FPSHFOEFSEBUBUPTVQQPSUUIFBEBQUJWFNBOagement of pythons, setting of quotas and increased credibility of non-detriment findings.
The implementation of traceability systems by python
range States does not necessarily require waiting for
UIFBEPQUJPOPGB3FTPMVUJPOCZ$*5&4EVSJOH$P1 
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in 2016. If range State traceability requirements were
DPOTJTUFOU BOE SFBTPOBCMZ TUBOEBSEJ[FE  JODSFNFOUBM
implementation through national legislation or regulation might be considered. An example of how this could

be achieved is the template of crocodilian skin tagging
"MMJHBUPS /JMF$SPDPEJMF  UIBUFYJTUFEVOUJM
UIF$*5&46OJWFSTBM5BHHJOH3FTPMVUJPOGPSBMMDSPDPEJMians was adopted in  3FTPMVUJPO$POG 

II. Marking and traceability

II. MARKING AND TRACEABILITY
Marking systems
The traceability of products using different marking
systems has become important in international trade
to facilitate the tracking of a product from its point
of origin to the point of retail when it is bought by a
consumer. Traceability is important in addressing, for
example, food security issues. In the context of this
Study, traceability is important in tracing and verifying
the legal origin of snake skins and to ensure they are
TVTUBJOBCMF )FODF UIF LFZ $*5&4 QSJODJQMFT PG TVTtainability9, legality10 and traceability11 can be simultaOFPVTMZQSPNPUFEJOUIFDBTFPGUSBEFJOMBSHFTOBLFT
skins. The definition and implementation of a traceability system for python skins would have to overcome certain difficulties, including stockpiling, as well
as transportation of skins between catchers, slaughter
houses and tanneries.
Traceability systems are tools for sustainable supply
chains and it is important to have clearly defined their
objective(s). Major stakeholders from the private sector would like the supply chain to indicate the origin of
the skins and whether they are legal and biologically
sustainable. The earlier a traceability system can be
established the better it is but range State consensus was clear that tagging of pythons should not occur at the community catcher level since this could
have negative impacts on local people participation
and livelihoods. The system has to be not only scientifically robust but also economically feasible. That is,
the systems need to be able to resist the tanning (first
tier) process, and remain invisible in the final product if
marking at retail is employed (second tier).
Traceability is important due to the following reasons:
(i) elimination or at least reduction of illegal snake skins
trade with the aim being to reduce it to negligible levels where it is no longer undermining confidence in the
sustainability of the trade of the legal snake skins trade,
(ii) facilitation of real time scientific control over exports,
(iii) objective verification of the type of snake skins, (iv)
facilitation of customs verification, (v) improvement of
animal welfare and consumer reassurance regarding
sustainability, and (vi) simplification of bureaucratic process in verifying and identifying snake skins.12
Any traceability system needs the commitment from,
and acceptance by, all stakeholders. It should also
avoid ambiguity of meaning and implementation in order to ensure effective and compliance. This is partic-
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ularly important if range States (unilaterally or regionally) gradually initiate tagging and traceability systems
in 2014 and 2015, before a universal tagging resolution for large CITES-listed snakes is considered during
$P1 JO*UJTBMTPJNQPSUBOUUPDPOTJEFSIPX
to link them to the CITES permit process (paper permits and the future electronic permits that need to be
implemented by exporting and importing countries).13
It would be of utmost importance to ensure that all information is compatible and comparable. There would
UIFSFGPSFCFBOFFEUPTUBOEBSEJ[FUIFJOGPSNBUJPOBOE
MJOLJUUP$*5&4)PXFWFS DPNQBOJFTDBOJOEJWJEVBMMZ
define and enhance the information required based on
their needs and strategies.
During the course of this Study and in related consultations, stakeholders expressed their preference for a
two-tier traceability system for trade in snake skins.14
This would involve a mandatory first tier (from dried
snake skins to finished leather), and a second tier from
manufacturers to retail shelves.
)PXFWFS UIFýOBMEFDJTJPO DPODFSOJOHXIJDIUZQFPG
marking and traceability system to use, will rest with
UIF1BSUJFTUP$*5&41BSUJFTUP$*5&4XJMMBMTPOFFE
to decide whether only the first tier (dried skins from
range States to finished leather at the final tannery
bottleneck) will be mandatory or whether the second
tier (manufacturer to retail) should also be compulsory.

Two-tier traceability system
A two-tier traceability system for trade in snake skins
would involve the following:
t 'JSTUUJFSFODPNQBTTJOHUIFWBMVFDIBJOTUFQTGSPN
dried snake skins to finished leather (tannery bottleneck). This phase would be for the local actors/
range State authorities to implement on a mandatory basis but would also include tanneries in importing countries.
t 4FDPOE UJFS FODPNQBTTJOH UIF WBMVF DIBJO TUFQT
from the tanneries until the retail shelves. This second
phase would be for the different private sector industries to implement on a non-mandatory basis unless
$*5&41BSUJFTEFDJEFEUPBMTPNBLFUIFNBSLJOHPG
manufactured python products compulsory.
It is important to mark snake skins at the range State
or country of origin of the snake before they are exported and at the earliest feasible point of the supply
DIBJO 8IFO BEPQUJOH B UXPUJFS USBDFBCJMJUZ TZTUFN 
the crucial marking point will take place at the first tier.
Thus, the skins' legality and validity can be proven at
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the country of importation and the skin is easily traceable. The marking system used would be recorded
and verified against customs, databases, etc. The allocation of any type of tags by range States requires a
record of who the tags were issued to with subsequent
verification of tag numbers exported, in inventory, lost,
stolen or damaged. This establishes an original range
State database that is the foundation of traceability
throughout the supply chain. A range State database
detailing those who received tags is the foundation of
BUSBDFBCJMJUZTZTUFN#FGPSFBTLJODBOCFMFHBMMZFYported a list of those tags (manifest to CITES permit
or shipment declaration document) must be verified
CZ UIF SBOHF 4UBUFT $*5&4 .BOBHFNFOU "VUIPSJUZ
This verification can be manual, electronic or direct
validation (particularly if dedicated funds are collected
at export) and is cross-checked with the master list
of all tags issued at the end of each year. At a time to
be determined by the CITES Management Authority,
all issued tags must be accounted for either as exports, inventory, lost, stolen, damaged or unused tags
(which must be returned).
*NQPSUJOH DPVOUSJFT $*5&4 .BOBHFNFOU "VUIPSJUJFT
then verify CITES permits by tag number manifests
and require inventory records be kept by tanners receiving raw (dried) or crust skins. If a core group of
tanners guarantee that only tagged skins can be converted to leather and accurate account-based inventory systems are in place (i.e., stockcard system in
4JOHBQPSF PS %FUFOUJPO 3FHJTUFS JO *UBMZ GPS FYBNQMF 
then a legal trade framework is verified through range
States, importing countries and tannery databases
that all originate from the initial tag issuance record.
5IJTVUJMJ[FTUIF5BOOFSZ#PUUMFOFDLBTUIFýOBMQPJOU
of verifying legal trade.
Figure 5: Local manufacturers

This is the main reason why stakeholders consulted for
the purposes of this Study considered that the first tier
should be mandatory, whereas the second could be
optional. If the legality and validity of the snake skins is
proven at the point of import and at the foreign tannery
level, then marking the skins after the tanning process
(when done in another country other than the country
of origin) would be for the benefit and information of
the final consumers and/or the actors involved in the
higher levels of the value chain, but not to determine
the legality and validity of the skin, since that would
have already been determined earlier in the value
chain. Once the snake skin is imported and validated
by a CITES authority, if an illegal import has not been
detected by that point, it will be almost impossible to
detect at any further point. Nevertheless, should there
be another export point after the tanning process, the
marking system could again serve the purpose of determining the legality and validity of the snake skins.
Since the second tier marking of manufactured products could be optional or compulsory, it is up to the
$*5&41BSUJFTUPEFDJEFUIFJTTVF%VFUPMBDLPGDPOTFOTVTBNPOHTUBLFIPMEFST 1BSUJFTUP$*5&4XPVME
need to decide on the following:
t 8IFUIFSUIFTFDPOEUJFSNBSLJOHTIPVMECFPQUJPOBMPSDPNQVMTPSZ
t 8IFUIFSGJOJTIFETLJOTJOUFOEFEGPSSFFYQPSUXPVME
SFRVJSFSFUBHHJOH
t 8IFUIFSQZUIPOTLJOTXJMMCFSFNBSLFE
t 1SPWJEF DMBSJGJDBUJPO PO JOUFOUJPOBM SFNPWBM PG UBHT
GPSQSFTTJOH QMBUJOHBOENJMMFOOJVNGJOJTIFT BOE
t 1SPWJEFDMBSJGJDBUJPOPOXIBUUPEPXJUICSPLFOPS
lost tags during the tanning process.
Figure 6: Locally manufactured bag
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The preference for a two-tier system was also based
on the emergence of local manufacturing operations
(particularly in Indonesia, Malaysia and Viet Nam) that
VUJMJ[FETPNFPGUIFJOEJHFOPVTQZUIPOTLJOTUPNBLF
products for domestic or regional markets (see figures
5 and 6). Indonesia, for instance, established a harvest quota of 90% for export and 10% for domestic
purposes.15
Many actors in the first stages of the value chain have
limited resources. Therefore it would be advisable to
employ the lowest cost tagging system for the first tier
of the traceability system, especially taking into account that it would be mandatory in nature.
The first tier of proposed mandatory tagging requires
the tannery bottleneck to help ensure that only legal
python skins are tanned into leather. Although approximately 50 tanners worldwide are currently involved
in the tanning of python skins,16 this Study confirmed
UIBUGSPNUIF&6 GSPN+BQBOBOESFHJPOBMUBOners from Indonesia, Malaysia and Viet Nam account
for at least 75% of the python leather tanning. ConTFRVFOUMZ UIFFGGFDUJWFVTFPGBiUBOOFSZCPUUMFOFDLw
is achievable (limited number of tanners capable to
convert dried skins into high quality leather). Inquiries
have also been made in China and Mexico to expand
contact with the core group of tanners involved in the
QZUIPOUSBEF-FHBMUSBEFDBOPOMZCFSFBTPOBCMZWFSJfied at the harvest, transport, processing or tanning
level, so subsequent marking of finished products can
help ensure chain-of-custody to retail, but the validation of legal trade needs to be achieved between the
dried skins to leather stage.
Improvements in tagging and traceability systems
can make illegal trade more difficult, detectable and
provide a better framework for interdiction. Such improved systems however cannot overcome issues of
governance or an enabling environment that may remain entrenched in some levels of the supply chain.
*OUIPTFDBTFT $*5&41BSUJFTTIPVMEDPOTJEFSFYQFdited processes to focus on compliance and notice
of timely action for non-compliance. The expedited
processes could include immediate notice to clarify
inconsistencies in trade statistics or reporting, CITESsponsored missions to directly confirm or corroborate
the situation, reasonable (but limited) time for corrective action and, as last resort, to trade suspensions in
the instances of false documentation of origin, laundering of wild skins through captive-breeding facilities
or smuggling to circumvent tagging and traceability
systems. The importance of rebuilding confidence in
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UIF (PWFSONFOUUP(PWFSONFOU DFSUJýDBUJPO SPMF PG
CITES in the South East Asian region cannot be overstated.
"MTPJUTJNQPSUBOUUPOPUFUIFSFDBOCFBUFOEFODZJO
USBDFBCJMJUZTZTUFNTUPPWFSFNQIBTJ[FUIFNPOJUPSJOH
and verification of the legal trade. A balance between
finding ways to expedite the legal trade while also focusing on the means to detect, deter or apprehend
illegal trade is important. Assistance and information
GSPN MFHBM USBEFST JT FTTFOUJBM 8IJMF SFHVMBUPST DBO
follow leads to illegal trade routes and perpetrators,
the stakeholders in the industry tend to know what
their competitors are doing as part of normal business
practice. The relationship and confidence established
over time between regulatory agencies and a responsible core of legal trade is an integral part of ultimately
diverting illegal trade to legal sources. Then sustainability of the resource can be better confirmed, range
4UBUFTJOUFSFTUTBSFCFUUFSTFSWFEBOEUIFMJWFMJIPPET
of local people as well as community cultures are enhanced fairly for all.

Type of marking options
Traceability marking systems can include seriallynumbered loop or button-style tags (some with barDPEFT  3BEJP 'SFRVFODZ *EFOUJýDBUJPO 3'*%  UBHT 
DNA or isotopic markers, subcutaneous microchip or
other tracing methods. Consultations on the desirable
features of a traceability system emerged with a number of useful perspectives. These included the following characteristics:
t 4QFDJGJD UP USBEF JO QZUIPO TLJOT XIJMF ESBXJOH
upon systems currently used, such as for crocodilJBOTLJOTPSZFMMPXBOBDPOEBTLJOT
t -PXFTUDPTUBWBJMBCMF JGOPUADPTUMFTT 17 especially
GPSSBOHF4UBUFT
t &GGFDUJWF FBTZUPBQQMZBOETJNQMFUPEJTUSJCVUF
t 1SBHNBUJDBOECVTJOFTTGSJFOEMZ
t 'SBVE QSPPG UP UIF FYUFOU QPTTJCMF TP BT UP BWPJE
DPVOUFSGFJU
t )BWF SFBM UJNF POMJOF SFHJTUSBUJPO JO QMBDF XIJDI
could be compatible with mobile technology to regJTUFSTLJOT 
t "DDPVOUT GPS UIF EJGGFSFODF CFUXFFO IBSWFTU GSPN
UIFXJMEBOEGSPNCSFFEJOHGBSNT
t 1SPWJEFSFWFOVFTUIBUDBOCFVTFECZSBOHF4UBUFT
to finance the implementation of the traceability
TZTUFNBOE
t #CBTFEPOUFDIOJDBMBOETDJFOUJGJDBOBMZTJT BTXFMM
as based on population and trade data.
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Figure 7: Indonesia export sticker

The traceability system should also build on the existing permit systems. These systems include the following:
t $*5&4QFSNJUTZTUFNT
t /BUJPOBMSFHJTUSZTZTUFNTPGDPMMFDUPST USBEFSTBOE
FYQPSUFST
t /BUJPOBM NPOJUPSJOH  DIFDLJOH BOE JOTQFDUJPO
points of specimens (for national/regional permit isTVBODF BOE
t *EFOUJGJDBUJPOPGFBDITLJOXJUIBTUJDLFS TFFGJHVSF 
To support the identification of legal trade - real-time
information on tag numbers will be important so
that importer and exporter countries can share data
to verify shipments. This will require development
PG OFX NFBOT GPS 1BSUJFT UP TIBSF EBUB JO BO BVUPNBUFENBOOFS6/&18$.$IBTCFFOBSFQPTJUPSZ
of CITES trade data for several decades. It would be
possible to work with them to develop a database of
UBH OVNCFST $VSSFOUMZ  UIF 6/&1 8PSME $POTFSWBFigure 8: Button style tag, Argentina (top) and
Colombia (bottom)

UJPO .POJUPSJOH $FOUSF 6/&1o8$.$  JT XPSLJOH
XJUI UIF $*5&4 4FDSFUBSJBU BOE UIF 1BSUJFT UP $*5&4
to explore means to re-develop the informatics infrastructure for the CITES trade database and has also
done some pilot work with European Union countries
to explore means for expedited data sharing. Further
efforts are being implemented to facilitate generation
of real-time data and foster sharing of information, as
well as allowing the use of mobile phones to scan inGPSNBUJPO XIJDIDPVMECFMJOLFEUPUIF8$.$6/&1
EBUBCBTF6/&18$.$IBTSFDPHOJ[FEUIBUUIFSFJT
now an opportunity for real-time monitoring of snake
skins tags and for ensuring that these needs can be
delivered in conjunction with the other IT infrastructure
developments.
Additional references to DNA studies and isotopic
markers were also considered, but new research in
these areas will likely be more useful to better determine origin or help differentiate wild specimens from
captive reared. The practicality of using these more
sophisticated methods in the field were questioned by
some experts even though they may eventually prove
to be invaluable to help better determine origin, differentiate captive reared from wild stocks or for forensic
analysis as part of enhanced oversight and enforcement.
The main elements that will be key to deciding which
marking system to use in the first tier of the value chain
include:
t -PXFTUDPTUBWBJMBCMFTZTUFN
t 1SBDUJDBMJUZGPSGJFMEBQQMJDBUJPO
t 5FTUFESFTJTUBODFUPUBOOFSZQSPDFTTFT
Figure 9: Bar code scanner

II. Marking and traceability
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Figure 10: Sample bar code button tag system

Figure 11: Sample button style tag for QR barcodes

t 'FBTJCJMJUZUPMJOLUIFNBSLJOHTZTUFNXJUIUIFNBOBHFNFOUEBUBCBTFBWBJMBCMFJOFBDI4UBUFBOE
t 'FBTJCJMJUZ UP MJOL UIF NBSLJOH TZTUFN XJUI UIF
6/&18$.$QFSNJUEBUBCBTF

CVUUPOTUZMF "SHFOUJOB :FMMPX "OBDPOEB UBH DPTUT
US$0.57 for quantities of 5,000 units. Crocodilian loop
tags in Indonesia cost US$0.30 each for similar small
quantities. The alligator loop tag (with bar code) used
JO-PVJTJBOBJOMBSHFRVBOUJUJFTPGNPSFUIBO 
per year costs US$0.17 per tag. The volume order
plays an important role in lowering the cost of each
individual tag.

&JUIFSBCBSDPEFEUBH TFFýHVSFTBOE PS3'*%
chip (see figure 16) could be linked through the range
4UBUFUP$*5&4USBEFEBUBCBTFTNBOBHFECZ6/&1
8$.$ GPS QSPEVDUJPO PG BOOVBM SFQPSUT PO TOBLF
skins in trade, which was another reason a two-tier
tagging system would be preferable.
a) Loop or Button Style Tags
This type of tagging system is currently used for successfully tracing other types of reptile skins, specifiDBMMZBMMDSPDPEJMJBOTLJOTJOUSBEFBOEUIF:FMMPX"OBconda skins from Argentina.
The exact cost of bar-coded button style tags designed specifically for python skins is yet to be determined since none of the CITES approved list of
tag manufacturers currently make such a bar-coded
CVUUPOUBH"CVUUPOTUZMFUBHXJUIBOiFBSþBQwGPSB
bar code is available (Figure 10), but this type of tag
has not been tested through the tanning processes.
#BTFE PO FYQFSJFODF XJUI CBS DPEFT BEEFE UP MPPQ
style tags used to mark American Alligator skins (figure
14) only a nylon based tag material with laser-etched
bar codes has successfully withstood all of the repUJMFTLJOUBOOJOHQSPDFTTFT8FDPOUJOVFUPXPSLXJUI
tag analysts to determine lowest cost alternatives for
BCBSDPEFECVUUPOTUZMFUBH 23PS%UFDIOPMPHZ
discussed later in this section).
)PXFWFS TFSJBMMZOVNCFSFECVUUPOUBHTBSFBWBJMBCMF
and are used in large quantities, particularly for caiNBOTLJOTUIBUPSJHJOBUFJO-BUJO"NFSJDB"OFTUJNBtion can be made from the cost of these types of tags
when used for other reptile skins. For example, each

In addition to the cost of the tag itself, when calculating
the total cost of the system, the cost of the required
scanner (figure 9) for the barcodes should also be
taken into account. In the case of the present marking
system, there is a variety of brands producing these
required scanners and they can be relatively inexpensive (approximately US$150 per unit on average). The
number of scanners required would depend upon the
volume of skins, number of designated ports, CITES
Management Authority and Enforcement staffing.
$PNQBSBUJWFMZ CPUICBSDPEFBOE3'*%UFDIOPMPHJFT
require scanners so the number of units needed is
comparable.
i) Button style: This system is already being implemented for the purposes of tagging yellow anacondas from Argentina (Eunectes notaeus). This particular tagging system has proved acceptable for yellow
BOBDPOEB SBOHF 4UBUFT BOE UBOOFSJFT )PXFWFS  UIF
Argentina tag has a large gap between the two interlocking sides. Tanners and industry consulted for the
purpose of this Study agreed that a much smaller gap
would be preferable for the purposes of tracing python
skins. A similar tagging system was deemed to be the
CVUUPOTUZMF UBH VTFE JO $PMPNCJB ýHVSF   GPS UIF
Caiman fuscus TLJO5IJTDPSSFDUJPOXPVMESFEVDFiKJHHMJOHPSQVMMJOHPVUwJOIBOEMJOHPSUBOOJOHQSPDFTTFT
If this type of marking system were to be used on pyUIPO TLJOT  UIF iCVUUPO UBHTw XPVME OFFE UP CF TJH-
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Figure 12: Tags applied to Caiman fuscus

nificantly larger to incorporate all the information required (i.e. range State, year, province if applicable,
serial number and bar-code) (see examples of button
style tags above). The diameter of the Colombia button-style tag is 1.25 inches (3.2 cm). Industry experts
estimated that a diameter of at least 2 inches (5.1 cm)
would be necessary to accommodate all data plus
QSPWJEFiRVJFUTQBDFwPOCPUITJEFTPGUIFCBSDPEFUP
facilitate scanning.
"23CBSDPEFJTBMTPBWBJMBCMFGPSVTFBOEDPVMECF
more easily incorporated into the smaller button-style
GPSNBUBOETUJMMQSPWJEFCJUTPGJOGPSNBUJPO8JUIB
EJHJUTFRVFODF UIF23CBSDPEFXPVMEBWPJEBOZEVplicates in the estimated quantity of skins to be tagged.
This barcode is compatible with a range of scanners
and reading devices including a Smartphone. The iniUJBM DPTU FTUJNBUF GPS B 23 CBSDPEF CVUUPOTUZMF UBH
JT BQQSPYJNBUFMZ 64 DFOUT CBTFE PO ýOBM
TJ[F WPMVNFTQFDJýDJUZ
Figure 14: Bar coded loop tag

Figure 13: Colombian button style tag

Tag analysts have also recommended that a 2-D barcode format should be considered and are further researching tag design and costs for this type of marking system for python skins. An advantage for both
UIF23BOE%CVUUPOTUZMFCBSDPEFEUBHJTUIFBWBJMability of low cost compatible database systems.
ii) Loop style: The pictures below show two different
types of loop style tags already used for other animal
skins and are widely used to tag crocodilian skins in
trade.
8IJMF TPNF PG UIF UBOOFST DPOTVMUFE GPS UIF QVSposes of this Study thought the loop style crocodilian
tags could also work with python skins, the majority
thought a button style tag was preferred. The concern
with the loop style tags was the potential for tangling
of skins in the tanning process or increased chance to
iQVMMPVUwPGTOBLFTLJOT XIJDIBSFDPOTJEFSBCMZUIJOner than other reptile skins.
An important aspect of this type of tag (as used with
Figure 15: Loop style tag

Source: http://www.trevorowenltd.com/poly-check.htm
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Figure 16: Example of a generic RFID chip
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Figure 17: AFR soft tag

Source: IUUQFOXJLJQFEJBPSHXJLJ'JMF3'*%@$IJQ@+1(

other reptile skins) is the interlocking mechanism designed to be tamper proof which prevents the re-use
of tags. Tags should only be allocated to private sector
participants that are licensed, subject to inspection,
responsible for regular reporting and required to return any unused tags to the issuing authority (CITES
Management Authority or regional designee) or report
those lost or stolen. The security provisions (permanently interlocking) are essential to help ensure only
one tag is used for each skin harvested or exported.
b) Radio-frequency identification (RFID) tag
3'*% JT CFJOH VTFE XJUI USBDL BOE USBDF QSPEVDUT JO
supply chains, as well as for other non-commercial
QVSQPTFTMJLFJEFOUJýDBUJPO3'*%UBHTDBOCFVTFEJO
place of bar-codes to facilitate electronic reading of
EBUB#FMPXJTBOFYBNQMFPGBHFOFSJD3'*%UBH
8IJMFTFWFSBM3'*%DPNQBOJFTFYQSFTTFEBOJOUFSFTU
in the python tagging and traceability systems, the
UXP NPTU EFUBJMFE QSPQPTBMT XFSF "MM3FUBJM BOE 7Jsual Computing Consultancy (VCC). VCC in particuMBS IBT CFFO XPSLJOH XJUI UIF *OUFSOBUJPOBM 8PSLJOH
(SPVQPO3FQUJMFT4LJOT *8(34 PGUIF3FTQPOTJCMF
&DPTZTUFNT 4PVSDJOH 1MBUGPSN 3&41  BOE TPNF
MVYVSZCSBOETUPEFWFMPQBOiFOEUPFOEwUSBDFBCJMJUZ
system.
i) All4Retail:
5IF"MM3FUBJM4PGUBH ýHVSF JTBTPGUNBUFSJBMDIJQ 
of approximately 0.6 mm thick, containing data, as
well as an antenna that enables the gathering of information via radio frequencies.19 This Softag can either be inserted or sewn into the skin and is manufactured to resist all chemical and mechanical processes
UISPVHIUIFWBMVFDIBJO)PXFWFS UIFTZTUFNIBTOPU

yet been tested through the tanning process. The esUJNBUFEDPTUPGUIF"34PGUBHXPVMEEFQFOEPOTQFcific application to the retail product manufactured.
ii) VCC RFID tags:
3&41BOE7$$XFSFXPSLJOH VOUJMTVNNFS PO
B QPTTJCMF iFOEUPFOEw USBDFBCJMJUZ TZTUFN 'PS UIBU
QVSQPTF UIFZUFTUFEEJGGFSFOU3'*%UFDIOPMPHJFT5IJT
UFTUJOHSFTVMUFEJOUIFDIPPTJOHPGUXPEJGGFSFOU3'*%
chips which successfully passed the testing phase in
B(FSNBOUBOOFSZ
The dimension of these chips is approximately 3cm
in diameter. They would be attached to the skin using
a stapling gun at the tail-end of the skin. These chips
would contain all the necessary tracing information for
skins, which would be accessed via entry screens,
either with a laptop or a mobile reader. A global database compiling all this information would need to be
developed which could be accessed via laptop or a
mobile reader.
From the tannery level of the value chain onwards,
UIJTQBSUJDVMBSUSBDFBCJMJUZTZTUFNEFWFMPQFECZ3&41
7$$ XPVME VTF B iEVTU QBSUJDMFw 3'*% UFDIOPMPHZ
This procedure uses a proprietary application method
BOEJTBQQMJFEUPUIFDPNQMFUFTOBLFTLJO5IFiEVTU
QBSUJDMFw3'*%UBHXPVMEUIFOSFNBJOPOUIFTLJOVOUJMUIFýOBMQSPEVDU4UBOEBSE3'*%SFBEFSTPSNPCJMF
phones using NFC20 reader technology would allow
users to access all data within this tag.
5IJT iEVTU QBSUJDMFw 3'*% UBH XPVME BMTP BMMPX VTFST
to access all data from any part of the snake skin,
independently of whether the skins had already been
cut and separated for the final manufacturing process.
)PXFWFS  BMUIPVHI UFTUFE JO B (FSNBO UBOOFSZ  UIJT
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Table 1: Cost of tags (US$)
System
Button tag (Yellow anaconda)
Loop tag (Indonesian crocodile)
Barcoded loop tag (Louisiana alligator)
QR barcode button style tag
All4Retail RFID chip
VCC RFID system

Estimated
cost
0.57
0.30
0.17
0.18-0.30*
Requested
1.30-2.50

Other costs
involved

Scanner (150 aprox.)
Scanner cost requested

Inclusion of a database in
the estimated cost
No
No
No
Partial

Requested

Yes

Note: All marking systems would require the use of computers or similar electronic equipment.
*
5IF QSJDF XJMM DIBOHF CBTFE PO ýOBM BDUVBM TJ[F WPMVNF  TQFDJýDJUZ

TZTUFN IBT OPU ZFU CFFO GVMMZ UFTUFE JO UIF ýFME 1JMPU
projects are still pending and the global database has
yet to be developed.
5IF DPTU PG UIJT 3'*% TZTUFN JT XJUIJO UIF SBOHF PG
US$1.30 to US$2.50 per skin. This price, contrary to
all the above price estimates, includes the cost for a
global database.

Conclusion
During this Study period, some major tanners of reptile skins were independently considering and comparing the relative advantages and disadvantages of
CBSDPEFE UBHT WFSTVT 3'*% UFDIOPMPHJFT &WFO XIFO
quantities of several hundred thousand skins a year
were considered for control and inventory purposes,
the bar-coded tags were selected as the lowest cost
option and were preferred for the time being. There
XBT DPOTJEFSBCMF UBOOFS JOUFSFTU JO UIF 3'*% UFDIOPMogy if prices per unit declined (as most technologies
generally do), particularly if lower cost scanning equipment required to validate tag numbers by box or pallet
could be developed. Initially, a bar-coded, interlocking,
tamper-proof button style tag could be considered
for the first phase of a two-tier traceability system.
The two-tier system encourages continued developNFOU BOE UFTUJOH PG 3'*% BOE PUIFS UFDIOPMPHJFT BOE
marking systems for those manufacturers and luxury
Figure 18: General and simplified supply chain for wild
snake skins

CSBOET UIBU QSFGFSSFE iFOEUPFOEw NBSLJOH UP SFUBJM
product.

Supply chain for snake skins and point
of tagging
Discussions with stakeholders at various UNCTAD/
CITES meetings concluded that the first point of tagging should not be at the hunting/capture level. The
primary reason is most of the python harvest is conducted at the local community level, with some organJ[FE DBUDIFST CVU JU JT NBJOMZ BO PQQPSUVOJTUJD ýOEing by local people of a large python. Money from the
capture and sale of pythons is very important to subsistence, education and improving living conditions in
remote areas.
In terms of the typical supply chain of pythons skins
in oil palm plantations, Indonesian collectors (mostly
slaughterhouses) may either catch snakes themselves
or hire around 40 community catchers (local people)
as workers to supply the collectors. For large pythons,
at least two catchers are often required. Indonesia estimates at least 150,000 workers are involved in the
harvest of pythons. It would therefore be impractical to
require the marking system to be implemented at this
level of the value chain.
1ZUIPOT BSF NPTUMZ CSPVHIU JO MJWF BMUIPVHI B GFX
may be dried skins processed by more experienced
catchers. Slaughterhouses and collectors would be
spaced about 3 to 5 kilometers apart to service local
communities and about once a week a supplier (dealer
or broker) would pick up and pay for the dried skins.
The supplier would then resell the dried skins to one of
the 15 tanneries currently licensed in Indonesia who are
UIF POMZ BVUIPSJ[FE FYQPSUFST UP JOUFSOBUJPOBM NBSLFUT
The logical first point of marking will vary by range
State, with some opting for processing facilities
(slaughterhouses), regional collectors, dealers, farmers or tanneries. They will all need to be licensed, sub-
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Figure 19: Grain surface of alligator leather
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Figure 20: Grain surface of reticulated python leather

Source: Fuchs, 2010

Source: Fuchs, 2010

ject to inspection, responsible for reporting and accountable for the marking system used.

needed with range States and the regional trade
stakeholders to better recommend a first point of tagging for each country. It should be noted that the tagging of all python skins helps ensure the harvest quota
closely matches the export and domestic use quotas.

In range States, there are thousands of catchers
(community level) who supply substantially fewer collectors (slaughterhouses) that consolidate skins for
suppliers (dealers) to a limited number of tanneries (15
JO*OEPOFTJBBOEBTJNJMBSOVNCFSJOUIF&6BOE+BQBO
combined). In some countries, such as Indonesia, only
UIFEPNFTUJDUBOOFSTBSFBVUIPSJ[FEUPFYQPSUTOBLF
skins.
The viewpoint of some of the range States concerning the wild harvest of python quotas (Indonesia and
Malaysia) is that the first point of tagging should not be
community catchers. In Indonesia, the remaining options are the slaughterhouse, the supplier, the tanner or
combination of the three. As long as each is licensed,
required to report (accountability) and subject to inspection as well as validation of tag numbers linked
to each CITES export permit, the slaughterhouse is
the closest point to origin of the skin (although there
are exceptions where live pythons may be transported
considerable distances if a local slaughterhouse is
not available). Indonesia allocates the wild skin quota
among licensed tanners linked to a network of trade
actors.
In Malaysia only one tannery is currently tanning python skins, making the slaughterhouse the closest
point to origin of harvest. Compliance inspections and
review of harvest reports would need to be increased
to ensure adequate monitoring.
In Viet Nam, the primary snake farms are likely processing most of the skins for export, but satellite farms
must also be considered in the tracking system, as
well as transport permits similar to the Indonesian
model that should be linked to tag number manifests.
Nevertheless, more information and discussions are

If the above was implemented, no legal skin would be
then exported that had not been marked. Manufacturers, whether associated with tanners or future private
sector investment in manufacturing, would also be required to maintain only tagged skins in inventory until
cut into pieces to make finished products.
This serves the dual purpose of verifying legal origin
and effectively helps limit quotas at the harvest levFM 8JUIPVU BOZ DMPTFE TFBTPOT BU QSFTFOU JO SBOHF
States, the number of tags issued effectively limits a
legal harvest and other compliance standards (reporting, inspecting, skinning instructions, etc.) provide a
better basis for legal and sustainable trade.
Ideally, the first point of marking would need to occur in range States before domestic tanning. The important point is that all python skins in international
trade are tagged, before export from range States and
verified by the importing CITES Management Authority
through tag manifests accompanying CITES permits
with assistance from tanners that only tagged skins
can be legally converted to leather.

Re-tagging
An important and unique aspect of the python supply
chain is the need to remove tags during the tanning
process (particularly finish tanning) to accommodate
pressing, plating or millennium finishes (see figures 22,
23 and 24). Interviews with many tanners experienced
in the required processes for snake skins as well as a
site visit to a major python tannery in Italy, confirmed
the required process for python (and other snakes) is to
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Figure 21: Grain surface of Molurus leather

Figure 22: Plating process in an Italian tannery

Source: Fuchs, 2010

press or plate the finished skin so that the uplifted, trailing edge of scales is compressed. If this process did not
take place, the scales would not be durable enough for
finished products and might be easily damaged through
wear. For a visual explanation of this difference in the
skins of different reptiles (see figures 19, 20 and 21).
Machinery currently available to most tanners will
cause problems for the tags of any traceability system
as they pass through the pressing or plating mechanism and the process cannot be reversed (mechanically or without potential damage to the compression
administered during the one-way process). It was
also noted during the process of this Study that it is
not only a matter of pressing or plating the skins, but
also of making all the finishing operations (some even
hand-crafted) that are necessary to produce the high
RVBMJUZMFBUIFS JOUFSNTPGGBTIJPOTUZMFBOEEFTJHO o
hence the justification for removal is not only for tag
SFTJTUBODF SFBTPOT +VTUJýDBUJPO FYJTUT UP BMMPX UIF
removal of tags at the tannery, provided a record is
Figure 23: Millennium finish machinery

kept of all python skins received and verified by the
Management Authority through reports or inspections.
In Italy, which is the major tanning centre for high-end
python leather, the CITES Management Authority requires strict adherence to record keeping, inventory
declaration and a detention record that must be updated every two weeks. This is a very rigorous system
and explains why Italian tanners are concerned that
additional tagging or traceability options considered
CZ 1BSUJFT UP $*5&4 NBZ BEE NPSF SFRVJSFNFOUT UP
an already extensive accountability system of skins received, leather sold and bi-monthly inventory balance
%FUFOUJPO 3FHJTUFS  5IF USBDFBCJMJUZ TZTUFN GPS QZthon skins should be easy to manage and try to avoid
adding more bureaucracy to the existing system.
The manufacturing of final products from python skin
is important in Italy and also in several other European
6OJPODPVOUSJFT3FUBHHJOHPGQZUIPOTLJOTGPSSFFYQPSU JGSFRVJSFECZ$*5&41BSUJFT XPVMEUIVTDPODFSO
relatively small quantities compared to the total trade.
Figure 24: Python & alligator skins after Millennium
processing
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Figure 25: Traditional Chinese musical instruments:
Burmese python preferred

Figure 26: Asian musical instrument

Again, there was less consensus on the need for retagging, with some tanners preferring not to re-tag
and others considering the small quantities tolerable
to maintain consistency with CITES precedents and
requirements of other range States or re-exporting
1BSUJFT "T TUBUFE FBSMJFS  UIF JTTVF PG SFUBHHJOH SFquires further discussion with the industry to achieve
workable solutions.

Asia in order to achieve a more transparent base for a
marking and traceability system. Inventories should be
conducted by the Management Authority who would
maintain a confidential account-based system that
would not compromise the business interests of private sector stakeholders.

3BOHF4UBUFTBOESFFYQPSUJOHDPVOUSJFTWJTJUFEEVSing the course of this Study agreed on the necessity to
inventory and mark python skin stocks in South East

If all inventoried python skins were marked with a desJHOBUJPODPEFi*/7w DPNQBOJFTXPVMEOPUCFGPSDFE
to push inventories too quickly into the market, potentially undermining current values. The inventoried skins
exported would also not subtract from annual range
4UBUF RVPUBT QSPWJEFE UIF RVBOUJUJFT PG i*/7w TLJOT
were verified on export manifests against the original
account-based system for each licensed exporter.

Figure 27: Viet Nam python stockpiles

Figure 28: Indonesia stockpiles

Other traceability issues
i) Stockpile inventories
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8IJMF UIFSF JT DPOTJEFSBCMF EJGGFSFODF PG PQJOJPO
among industry players on exactly how long a dried
skin can remain in inventory (estimates vary from a few
years to more than ten), the issuance of any CITES
QFSNJUT PS DFSUJýDBUFT GPS 1SF$POWFOUJPO QZUIPO
skins is generally a moot point since all pythons were
listed by CITES in 1975 (although the date a country of
origin joined the Convention must also be considered).
The possible exception may be the use of primarily
#VSNFTF 1ZUIPO Python bivittatus ssp) skins manufactured into traditional Chinese musical instruments
TPVSDFE NBJOMZ GSPN 7JFU /BN 3FQPSUFEMZ UIF ESJFE
skins are treated and stretched to make the musical
instruments (figures 25 and 26), but requested details
on the process, longevity or possibility of inventories,
XFSF OPU BWBJMBCMF CFGPSF ýOBMJ[JOH UIJT 4UVEZ 5IJT JT
an important point to follow up on.
5IF JOWFOUPSZJOH PG TUPDLQJMFT ýHVSFT  BOE  DPVME
be a way forward to combat illegal trade in skins. If
this were combined with funding for capacity building
best management practices, enforcement, compliance and trade monitoring it would constitute sigOJýDBOU QSPHSFTT 3BOHF DPVOUSJFT BOE SFFYQPSUJOH
hubs are interested in this process and are willing to
inventory their stockpiles with certain conditions, as
referenced earlier (e.g. CITES Management Authorities
verify and maintain the confidential records and do not
allow the identification of individual companies, includJOH UIF TJ[F PG UIF FYJTUJOH TUPDLQJMFT CZ DPNQBOZ UP
be recorded).
ii) Head skinning pattern

head, which is usually left attached to the snake
carcass. This is particularly true for anacondas and
pythons that in general exhibit large scales on the
dorsum of the head probably complicating and rendering futile skinning it. At the other hand, t h e r e
have seen several hides of #PB DPOTUSJDUPS USBEFE
GSPN 4PVUI "NFSJDB JO UIF T that did not follow
this pattern. During that period, and for unknown
reasons, the skin of both the low jaw and the skull
was carefully separated and kept part of the hides
(figure 29).
5BLJOH BEWBOUBHF PG UIJT QSFDFEFOU UIF :FMMPX "OBDPOEB .BOBHFNFOU 1SPHSBN :".1 established the
obligation, in alternate years, of skinning the snakes
including the head. Traditionally, hunters discarded
the skin of the head during the skinning process,
however they adopted this innovative procedure
XJUIPVU DPOUSPWFSTZ QSPEVDJOH SFBEJMZ SFDPHOJ[BCMF
shapes in the skins thus obtained (figure 30). This
rule was aimed at preventing illegally stockpiled
skins from previous seasons, or from other sources,
FOUFSJOH JOUP UIF :".1 MFHBM IBSWFTU
8IJMF BXBJUJOH DPOýSNBUJPO UIBU 4PVUI &BTU "TJBO
pythons are not being skinned with the head, this
procedure may prove useful to apply as an innoWBUJPO GPS SFDPHOJ[JOH OFXMZ QSPEVDFE TLJOT GSPN
stockpiled ones, as well as to differentiate between
harvest seasons, or different countries or alternate
production systems (e.g. farmed versus wild harvested skins) (figure 31).

8JUI some exceptions, boas and pythons exploited
for trade are skinned discarding the skin of the

5IF NBJO ESBXCBDL XPVME CF UIBU B iIFBEw DPVME
be faked by cutting its shape on an old skin, however, this would be easily detected with minimum

Figure 29: Front portion of an old Boa constrictor
occidentalis finished skin, showing that both
head and lower jaw has been meticously
skinned

Figure 30: Front portion of an Eunectes notaeus
raw skin exhibiting the shape resulting
from YAMP ruling for skinning anaconda’s
head

II. Marking and traceability

Figure 31: Front portion of two Boa skins exhibiting
the difference between: (A) standard cut
(beheaded snake) and (B) skinned head
pattern
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UJWFT BU UIF 0DUPCFS   NFFUJOH JO (FOFWB
recommended that python skins be tagged in the
head rather than in the tail sections below the anal
vent. This recommendation could facilitate the use of
skinning instructions as a way to differentiate calendar year python skin production from stockpiles and
potentially assist with some field ID of some skins in
trade.
iii) Asymmetrical skinning pattern

skills. In any case, provisions should be taken to
ensure that the skin of the head is properly stretched
during drying to facilitate its later recognition. For example, using a single nail in the tip of each portion
of the head and jaw skin during drying will inevitably
produce a very odd shape complicating differentiation
from faked cuts.
Input received from UNIC (Italian tanners) representaFigure 32: Tail region of yellow anaconda skins: (A)
traditional mid ventral cut exhibiting a
symmetrical shape where mid ventral scales
are divided in each side of the skin, and (B)
skinning pattern where all the cloaca region
including adjacent spurs (limb remnants),
cloaca opening, and entire ventral scales, are
left untouched at one side of the skin

Traditionally, anacondas and boas in South America
were skinned longitudinally from the neck to the tail
tip with a middle abdominal cut, dividing the wider
ventral scales by half. For this operation, the snake
was usually laid on its back on the floor or was
tied by its head to a tree branch and skinned by the
hunter in the field. After nail-stretched to the floor, a
tree, or a wooden board for air-drying, the resulting
skin exhibited an almost perfect symmetrical shape
all over.
In order to control for harvest season and avoid out
of season stockpiling of skins, an asymmetrical skinning pattern was also EFWFMPQFE JO :".1 BU UIF MFWel of the cloaca. This procedure was mainly aimed
JO HFOFSBUJOH B SFDPHOJ[BCMF TIBQF JO UIF TLJO UP BMlow its fast differentiation, but also to train hunters in
ensuring that cloacal spurs (rear limb remnants) are
kept attached to the skin, to allow the establishment
PG UIF TFY SBUJP PG UIF IBSWFTU CBTFE PO TQVS TJ[F
This skinning pattern implies that once the operator
approaches the cloaca region the cut has to deviate 4-5 cm to one of the sides of the snake, in order
to leave the entire cloaca region with its adjacent
spurs and ventral scales at one side of the skin,
in an asymmetrical characteristic pattern (figure 32).
This pattern is not easy to fake as once the cut is
Figure 33: Skin mid-tail region with a simulated
asymmetrical skinning pattern
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done the shape of the hide changes simultaneously
on both sides, while limb remnants (spurs and femur)
are hard to imitate.
The procedure depicted could be easily applied to
pythons as a standalone method or combined with
head skinning, and eventually alternating them in different combinations. Furthermore, with some doses
of ingenuity asymmetrical skinning patterns could be
easily adapted to other types, as iCBDL DVUTw DPNmonly used in pythons, or be applied in other less
valued parts of the skins, like the mid-tail (see figure
33).

The problem of illegal stockpiling of snake skins has
CFFO BEESFTTFE CZ UIF :FMMPX "OBDPOEB .BOBHFNFOU 1SPHSBNNF :".1  JO "SHFOUJOB 5IF QSBDUJDF
of skinning the snake differently in alternate years so
that there is either a standard cut (beheaded snake)
or a skinned head pattern, helps to differentiate beUXFFO IBSWFTU TFBTPOT -JLFXJTF  :".1 EFWFMPQFE
an asymmetrical skinning pattern which provided a
SFDPHOJ[BCMF TIBQF UP UIF TLJO BMMPXJOH RVJDL EJGGFSentiation of harvest year. Similar procedures could be
envisaged in python range States in South East Asia
using either one or the other procedure, or a combination of both.21

III. Complementing CITES permitting systems

III. COMPLEMENTING CITES
PERMITTING SYSTEMS
CITES has developed a permit system since 1973
that is based on intergovernmental certification of international trade backed by Management, Scientific,
BOE &OGPSDFNFOU "VUIPSJUJFT 5IF TZTUFN BVUIPSJ[FT
international trade only if a number of conditions are
met - the most important being trade that is legal and
traceable and is not detrimental to species survival
in the wild. CITES provides limited, but focused, enGPSDFNFOU TVQQPSU UP 1BSUJFT XIP NVTU TIPVMEFS UIF
front line responsibilities of compliance.
The range States visited for the purpose of this Study
(Viet Nam, Malaysia and Indonesia), as well as Singapore (the primary re-exporter in South East Asia)
provided extensive documentation of legislation, regulations and decrees governing the trade in python
skins.
The recurrence of CITES permits or certificates for
specimens of incorrect origin, type of production (i.e.,
captive bred versus wild) or in contravention of anothFS SBOHF 4UBUFT SFRVJSFNFOUT JF ESJFE TLJOT WFSTVT
crust leather exports), compromises the credibility of
the CITES system for sustainable trade. Many stakeIPMEFST QSPWJEFE JOQVU FNQIBTJ[JOH UIBU UIF DPSSFDU
origin, correct source codes (captive bred or wild) and
compliance with national laws and quotas were essential for any tagging and traceability system to work.
A marking system alone will not correct the problem.
8IJMF JNQSPWFE JOTUJUVUJPOBM GSBNFXPSLT XJMM IFMQ UIF
NPTU JNQPSUBOU JOHSFEJFOU GPS TVDDFTT JT GPS $*5&4 1BSties and the industry to place python skins traceability
and the sustainability of pythons in the wild as a very high
priority with increased penalties for non-compliance.
Viet Nam provided copies of Decrees and Ministerial
4UBOEBSET 5$/ PO 5FDIOJDBM 3FHVMBUJPOT
PO #SFFEJOH UIF #VSNFTF BOE 3FUJDVMBUFE 1ZUIPOT
BT XFMM BT BEEJUJPOBM SFGFSFODFT MJLF UIF i0QFSBUJPOal Manual for Inspections of Closed-Cycle Captive
#SFFEJOH 0QFSBUJPOT PG $SPDPEJMFT BOE 1ZUIPOTw
Malaysia provided information on the regulatory
frameworks of python management and harvest programs but a summary of the non-detriment findings
/%'T JO QSFQBSBUJPO EVSJOH UIJT 4UVEZ IBT OPU CFFO
received. Malaysian processing facilities (slaughterhouses) are required to maintain a logbook of all pythons received including body mass, total length and
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TOPVUWFOU MFOHUI 47-  $PNQJMBUJPO BOE BOBMZTJT PG
this historical data, even if incomplete, might assist
with a more comprehensive NDF.
*OEPOFTJB QSPWJEFE SFGFSFODFT UP NPSF UIBO B IBMG EP[FO PGýDJBM "DUT (PWFSONFOU 3FHVMBUJPOT BOE %FDSFFT
SFMBUJOH UP DPOTFSWBUJPO VUJMJ[BUJPO IBSWFTU BOE USBEF
management of wildlife, including pythons. An updated submission (May, 2013) of information pertaining to
the current non-detriment finding was also provided.
Indonesia, in particular, has detailed regulations requiring licensing, reporting, transport documentation
and serially numbered export stickers to validate python skins before export. Other range countries could
consider some of these enhanced regulatory requirements along with other options to improve traceability
systems. For example:
t 5SBOTQPSU PS USBOTGFS EPDVNFOUT TIPVME CF SFquired for some intra-country movement of skins
and should have a manifest of tag numbers docuNFOUFE GPS UIF TIJQNFOU BOE
t &MFDUSPOJD DPQJFT PG USBOTQPSU PS USBOTGFS EPDVNFOUT DPVME CF QSPWJEFE GSPN UIF PSJHJO 1SPWJODF
UP EFTUJOBUJPO %FBMFS #SPLFS PS 5BOOFS UP DPOGJSN
shipment and receipt. An electronic copy of these
internal transactions could be part of permit clearinghouse reviews by the Management Authority, if
deemed necessary.
#FZPOE UIF QPUFOUJBM JNQBDUT PG JMMFHBM USBEF PO UIF
species or credibility of sustainable use programs, the
loss of potential revenue to range countries is considerable. This is lost funding that is needed to help
support research, management, enforcement, compliance, trade monitoring and conservation education
as well as benefit communities.
5IF BCTFODF PG BDDVSBUF WPMVNFT PS TLJO TJ[FT GSPN JMlegal trade activities undermines the opportunity to use
BEBQUJWF NBOBHFNFOU QSBDUJDFT CBTFE PO TJ[F DMBTT
trends. Moreover, the core responsibilities of CITES to
ensure only legal trade not detrimental to the survival of a
TQFDJFT /%'T BSF DPNQSPNJTFE 5IF .BZ  SFQPSU
from Indonesia, as part of their current non-detriment
finding, provides a very good template for more comprehensive assessments and evaluations by other range
countries.
Singapore, as the primary regional re-exporter of python skins, provided extensive background on CITES
and regulatory requirements administered through the
Agri-food and Veterinary Authority of Singapore (AVA).
Of particular importance was the stockcard system
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that maintains account-based reporting of imports and
exports which could provide an excellent basis for a
stockpile inventory to initiate the marking of all python
skins in trade. Also the increase in penalties for vioMBUJPOTGSPN4(% UP4(% QFSTQFDJNFO
is a significant deterrent to illegal wildlife trade. The
stockcard is updated daily since import or re-export
permits are issued every day. The system is currently
manual but Singapore is updating the process to an
FMFDUSPOJD TZTUFN 5IF GPSNBU PG 4JOHBQPSFT TUPDLcard system could be useful to other range States until
a tag issuance and verification system is in place.

Shipment declarations
A system of shipment declarations for both export,
re-export and import of python skins in South East
Asia would provide advance notice to port inspectors
and wildlife enforcement authorities concerning actual
shipments. As important, the advance notice through
filing a Shipment Declaration provides enforcement the
notice necessary to inspect those selected for spot
PSSFHVMBSDIFDLT5IF6OJUFE4UBUFTVUJMJ[FTBTJNJMBS
BQQSPBDIDBMMFEBiGPSNwXIJDIJTJODMVEFEJO
Annex 5 and must be validated along with the CITES
1FSNJUBUUIFUJNFPGFYQPSUBOEJNQPSUUISPVHIB%FTJHOBUFE1PSU5IFýMJOHPGTIJQNFOUEFDMBSBUJPOT QBSticularly as part of electronic reporting requirements)
also provides more precise export and import quantities which is preferable to some current systems that
report trade on the basis of permits issued.

Trade monitoring
'PS UIF QVSQPTFT PG UIJT 4UVEZ  .S +PIO $BMEXFMM22
VQEBUFE UIF USBEF EBUB PO i8PSME 5SBEF JO 4LJOT PG
-BSHF$*5&4-JTUFE4OBLF4QFDJFT TFF"OOFY w*O
order to cover at least a 17 year period of best available historical data, the report covers the period from
1995 to 2011.23
The analysis and amount of cross-checking24 was
TVGýDJFOUUPQSPWJEFBiCFTUBWBJMBCMFwIJTUPSJDBMBOBMZsis of the python trade through 2011. The increases
of trade volumes from 2010 to 2011 were very sigOJýDBOU BOE PWFSBMM SFQSFTFOUFE B  JODSFBTF JO
POF ZFBS  UIBU JT  BO JODSFBTF GSPN   TLJOT JO
UP TLJOTJO TFF5BCMF 8IFUIFS
this significant increase in export was partly due to
increases of permits issued, was a market-driven response, or inventory reactions related to uncertainty
of future supplies due to regulatory focus by CITES

and range States or a combination of all these facUPSTSFNBJOTUPCFTFFO*OEPOFTJBTFYQPSUPGQZUIPO
skins has been stable.
The most dramatic trade increase in 2011 was for
UIF #VSNFTF 1ZUIPO P. bivittatus) which, in a year,
more than doubled its trade figures, with a total of
 TLJOTJO5IF3FUJDVMBUFE1ZUIPO P. reticulatus) increased from 410,515 to 501,941 or about
23% over the same period. From 2010 to 2011, the
Short-Tail python species25 also increased by 12,000
skins approximately. In 2011, there was a significant
increase o fglobal trade in skins o flarge CITES-listed
snakes, of at least 35%.26
The breakdowns of the Python curtus group are presented in figures 34, 35, and 36 with the most significant increased noted for P. breitensteini from Malaysia
(4,010 in 2010 to 11,000 in 2011), P. brongersmai
GSPN -BP 1%3 XJUI OP FYQPSUT QSJPS UP   CVU
with 25,000 exports in 2009 and 10,000 in 2010. The
export numbers of P. curtus declined dramatically
after the nomenclature changes in 2004, going from
 TLJOTUPBOBWFSBHFPG TLJOTJOUIFTVCsequent 6 years.
5IF TJHOJýDBOU JODSFBTFT PG FYQPSUT GPS UIF #VSNFTF
1ZUIPO P. bivittatus) were due to a sudden appearBODF PG   TLJOT GSPN -BP 1%3 JO   B
dramatic increase of almost 100,000 from Viet Nam
(192,964 skins) and a significant percentage increase
from Thailand to 6,373 skins.
The DPNNFSDJBM DBTF GPS UIFTF RVBOUJUJFT PG #VSNFTF 1ZUIPO P. bivittatus  GSPN 7JFU /BN BOE -BP
1%3TUJMMOFFETUPCFNBEF.PSFPWFS BMMDBQUJWF
breeding and rearing operations should be licensed
(including satellite farms), subject to regular inspection and accountability for export volumes. The preWJPVTMZ EPDVNFOUFE EJTDSFQBODJFT ,BTUFSJOF FU BM
2012) of export data from Viet Nam requires further
clarification.
1FSIBQTUIFNPTUTJHOJýDBOUTJOHMFJODSFBTFPGBMMSFQPSUFEQZUIPOTLJOFYQPSUEBUBXBTUIF3FUJDVMBUFE
1ZUIPO P. reticulatus GSPN-BP1%3 XIJDIHSFX
from 5,000 skins in 2009 to 20,000 skins in 2010
BOE TLJOTJO4JODFUIFTFýHVSFTXFSF
all derived from import data, the uncertainty someUJNFTDBVTFECZiQFSNJUTJTTVFEwSBUIFSUIBOiBDUVBM
TIJQNFOUTwJOUSBEFEPFTOPUFYJTU
More analysis of historical python trade data should
be undertaken.
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Table 3: Reported trade in Python bivittatus skins, 1995-2011
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Species
Boa constrictor
Eunectes
notaeus
Python curtus*
Python molurus
bivittatus
Python reticulatus
Python sebae
Total

Table 2: Reported global trade in skins of large CITES-listed snakes 1995-2011
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Figure 34: Reported global trade in skins of the Python
curtus complex 2004-2011

Figure 35: Reported trade in Python breitensteini skins,
2004-2011

MJFS1BSUJFTTIPVMECFFODPVSBHFEUPSFQPSUPOBDUVBM
trade rather than simply on the basis of the permits
that have been issued as traders often request far
more skins than the exporter may have available. If it
is not done so already, the CITES Secretariat should
CFFODPVSBHFEUPBEWJTF1BSUJFTJO+VOF POCFIBMGPG
the Standing Committee, that annual reports will be
due at the end of October.27
8IFUIFS GVSUIFS JNQSPWFNFOUT DBO CF NBEF JO UIF
QSPDFTT GPS $*5&4 "OOVBM 3FQPSUT TIPVME BMTP CF
considered by the Animals and Standing Committees.
An annual trade Study for crocodilians in world trade
*"$54 JOJUJBUFE JO   XJUI JOEFQFOEFOU BOBMZTJT
UISPVHI 6/&18$.$ BOE FYQFSJFODFE USBEF EBUB
FYQFSUT DPVMECFBNPEFMUPCFDPOTJEFSFE8IJMFUIF
funding for IACTS is derived from the private sector,
the collection, review and analysis is all independently
conducted. This is an important point for increased
transparency, diversion of trade to legal sources and
long term engagement of industry in sustainable
sourcing strategies for all reptiles in trade.

Sustainable sourcing strategies

Figure 36: Reported trade in Python brongersmai skins,
2004-2011

As a complement to improvements in tagging, traceBCJMJUZ BOE $*5&4 1FSNJU BOE $PNQMJBODF 4ZTUFNT 
the upstream supply chain from high-end tanners,
manufacturers and luxury brands could help develop
a more pro-active sustainable sourcing agenda that
seeks to reduce further losses of biodiversity, mitigate
reputational risks and better focus economic incentives to benefit conservation and communities.
A good starting point would be to facilitate an implementation phase, outlined in this Study to expeditiously test the implementation of tagging and improve
traceability systems as well as expedite implementation of better animal welfare standards and humane
killing guidelines. The best ways to advance these priorities are to increase efforts and funding to assist with
DBQBDJUZCVJMEJOHBOEBEPQUJPOPG#FTU.BOBHFNFOU
1SBDUJDFT #.1T 

Timeliness of annual reports submission and the accuracy of the data therein, are paramount in completing realistic estimates of the global trade in skins of the
large snakes. Currently, the deadline for annual report
submission is 31st October of the year following that
in which the trade occurred, but the member States
of the European Union are asked to report earlier, by
NJE+VOF#SJOHJOHGPSXBSEUIFEFBEMJOFGPSBMM1BSUJFT
should make the data available for analysis much ear-

During several high level meetings with industry, UNC5"% $*5&44FDSFUBSJBUBOE6/&18$.$JO B
TVTUBJOBCMF TPVSDJOH TUSBUFHZ XBT SFDPHOJ[FE BT BO
FTTFOUJBMCVJMEJOHCMPDLUPyiUBDLMFUIFMPTTPGCJPEJversity, create database and reviews of reptile species
JOUSBEFBOEEFWFMPQB5SBGýD-JHIU4ZTUFNBTBTJNQMF
way to rate and communicate the status of species in
USBEFw5IFTFJOJUJBUJWFT MBSHFMZEFWFMPQFECZ6/&1
8$.$ BMTP FNQIBTJ[FE iyUIF JNQPSUBODF PG NPSF
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Some of the Chain of Custody Standards and Due DilJHFODF(VJEFMJOFTSFDPNNFOEFECZUIF3FTQPOTJCMF
+FXFMMFSZ$PVODJM 3+$ DPVMEBMTPIFMQQSPWJEFHVJEance for improved sustainable sourcing frameworks.
#VUUIF3+$QSPDFTTJTNVDINPSFDPNQMJDBUFE QBSticularly to identify and verify conflict-free minerals, so
the guidance may be more conceptual that specific.

1995

effective engagement of the private sector to tackle
the loss of biodiversity and build awareness and eduDBUFPOJUTJNQPSUBODFw29

Country
Indonesia

Table 4: Reported trade in Python reticulatus skins, 1995-2011
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IV. IMPROVE CONSERVATION
AND SUSTAINABLE USE
FRAMEWORKS
Determining the sustainable level of python harvests
XJMMSFRVJSFUIFDPMMFDUJPOPGUSBEFEBUB TLJOTJ[FBOE
gender) with more certainty of origin to develop better
iBEBQUJWFNBOBHFNFOUwGSBNFXPSLT.PTUTDJFOUJTUT
believe a circumstantial case can be made that current python harvest levels (excepting cases of risks to
isolated island populations of subspecies) are probably sustainable based on about six decades of harWFTUTXJUIPWFSBMMBWFSBHFTLJOTJ[FSFQPSUFECZUSBEF
at or above 3 meters in length. There is a difference
in sustainable python populations and maximum susUBJOFEZJFME .4: XIJDISFRVJSFTNVDINPSFFYUFOsive management and scientific basis, but would require much longer term harvest trend data supported
by more density, harvest effort analysis and ecological
parameters for the diversity of habitats occupied by
pythons in South East Asia.
Some low cost and easily implemented assessments
could be considered, particularly the mapping and
ranking of python habitats. Since the second tier
marking of manufactured products could be optional
PSDPNQVMTPSZJUJTVQUPUIF$*5&41BSUJFTUPEFDJEF
the issue.. This is particularly important to denote protected areas that can serve as reproductive reservoirs,
NBOBHFNFOU VOJUT FWFO JG POMZ UP 1SPWJODJBM BSFBT 
which can help determine quota allocations and harvest limitations.
3BUIFSUIBOEVQMJDBUFBOPWFSWJFXPGBMMTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ
JTTVFTCFTUEPDVNFOUFEGPSUIF3FUJDVMBUFE1ZUIPOJO
*OEPOFTJB UIFNBKPSQPJOUTBSFTVNNBSJ[FEJO"OOFY
7, which is the range State summary of information
QSPWJEFEJO.BZUPUIF4DJFOUJýD3FWJFX(SPVQ
of EU member States in accordance with their CITES
implementation regulations.

Non-detriment findings
3FHVMBS GPSVNT BOE TUBLFIPMEFS JOUFSBDUJPOT XJMM JNprove the frameworks of non-detriment findings in
the future. At present, the template from Indonesia30
is a good starting point as an outline for other range
States in the region to consider. In addition, further
assessment in the following areas would add to more
comprehensive analysis of regional python populations, harvest and sustainability:
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)BCJUBU BTTFTTNFOUT  QBSUJDVMBSMZ PG BHSJDVMUVSBM
production areas like oil palm, rubber, coconut and
SJDFDVMUVSF
1SPUFDUFEBSFBTBTJNQPSUBOUCSFFEJOHTUPDLSFTFSvoirs, particularly those in close proximity to intenTJWFIBSWFTUBSFBT
#FUUFS VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG UIF USFOE UPXBSET NPSF
PSHBOJ[FEDBUDIFST BMUIPVHIMPDBMIPVTFIPMETSFmain a significant part of opportunistic harvest) and
the increased use of nets and snares to harvest
NPTUMZNFEJVNTJ[FQZUIPOT31
4. A review of concerns that some very large speciNFOTPG3FUJDVMBUFE1ZUIPOT P. reticulatus) might
originate from protected areas as well as the diligent and timely release of specimens under 2.5
meters back to the areas originally collected if feaTJCMF
5. Further research into estimated densities of python
populations by habitat type and corresponding anOVBMIBSWFTUSFHJNFTBOE
6. .PSF BOBMZTJT PG TJ[F DMBTT BOE HFOEFS SBUJP EBUB
available from some stakeholders, even if incomplete as indicators of potential sustainability. A live
weight to skin length ratio for each python species
also needs to be researched to convert and stanEBSEJ[F TJ[F EBUB DPMMFDUFE GSPN SFRVJSFE UBHHJOH
and reporting systems. The issues of stretching
and, in some cases, over-stretching of skins must
BMTP CF BEESFTTFE UP SFBTPOBCMZ IBSNPOJ[F TJ[F
data for trend analysis and adaptive management
TJ[FDMBTTCBTJT"NPSQIPNFUSJDTUVEZPOUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOMJWFTOBLFTJ[FBOETLJOTJ[FBU
different stages of processing, taking into account
EJGGFSFOUMFWFMTPGiTUSFUDIJOHwXPVMECFBVTFGVMUPPM
to assist monitoring.

Annual quotas
The setting of annual quotas is a particularly sensitive and complex issue that cannot be addressed by
this Study. A quota is voluntary and not an obligation for Appendix II species and this may result in a
difference in the management of species between
countries. Some stakeholder input suggested that
quotas may need to be mandatory. A quota for Viet
Nam similar to the one required for captive bred caimans from Colombia may need to be considered. It
is therefore essential to monitor populations to ensure the sustainability of the species and, if a risk is
identified, measures need to be quickly implemented.
The effective use of quotas must be more thoroughly
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Figure 37: Stretched skins drying

Figure 38: Crust skins

considered. Some experts believe the national quotas
are better removed with incentives to report the total
IBSWFTU JODMVEJOHFTTFOUJBMTJ[FBOEHFOEFSTUSVDUVSF 
since anecdotal analysis suggests harvests levels (legal and illegal) may be sustainable. Another point of
view is quotas are precautionary restrictions that are
necessary to help ensure that harvests do not exceed
iTVTUBJOBCJMJUZwVOUJMCFUUFSTDJFODFDBOIFMQTPSUPVU
the issue. In between these two points of view are
those who consider the complete removal of quotas
is unlikely to happen, but some re-evaluation of numbers is justified. From the regional trade perspective
any serious discussion of quotas always seems to
result in further reductions, which inadvertently increases illegal trade.

It must also be mentioned at this point, there is a significant disincentive in range States to accurately reQPSU PSJHJO  QBSUJDVMBSMZ PG UIF 3FUJDVMBUFE 1ZUIPO P.
reticulatus), within the industry. The demand for raw
(dried skins), particularly by high-end tanners who provide of higher quality finishes to exclusive manufacturers, exceeds supply.

Quota proposal discussions begin each August in
range States to gather as much stakeholder and scientific input as possible and make recommendations
by December at the latest, to establish harvest and export levels for the next year. The next phase of python
initiatives should open quota discussions with range
States to collectively try to achieve a more workable
system that actually delivers the intended results - sustainability confirmation with adequate scientific data on
which to base adaptive management options.
It is essential to ensure the involvement of the local
communities where their livelihoods are involved and
TUSFOHUIFOUIFJSPSHBOJ[BUJPO TVQQPSUFGGPSUTJOEFýOing the quotas for all actors, establish prices that inWPMWFBMMUIFBTTPDJBUFEDPTUTJOUIFPSHBOJ[BUJPOPGUIF
supply chain and address other issues which could
include gender issues.

Value-added strategies in Indonesia for crust tanning
ýHVSF   CFGPSF FYQPSU BSF B KVTUJýBCMF TUSBUFHZ UP
DBQUVSFNPSFWBMVF)PXFWFS UIFSFBMJUZJTOPUBMMPGUIF
15 approved regional tanners can consistently provide
crust leather to meet the high-end quality demand. Although several European tanners acknowledged the
quality of Indonesian crust was generally acceptable,
it often required additional special processes that European tanners would have incorporated into the original crust tanning process.
Further consultations with range States, industry
SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT BOE DPOTFSWBUJPO PSHBOJ[BUJPOT DPOcerned with the administration of quotas and more
certainty of sustainability are required. The recommended regional workshops in early 2014 would provide this opportunity.
Some conservative and incremental increases to quotas (particularly in Indonesia) could be considered if
linked to improved traceability, enhanced legal trade
and dedicated funding to improve python research,
management, enforcement, compliance, trade monitoring and conservation education. From the industry
side, more technical expertise to help improve consistency of crust leather from regional tanneries could
be part of a progressive strategy to support a balance

IV. Improve conservation and sustainable use frameworks

between dried skin (figure 37) and crust leather exports. The goal would be to remove some of the illegal
incentive for dried skins while balancing and respecting range State initiatives for value-added incentives
to benefit conservation and enhance the livelihoods of
communities.

IUCN/SSC Boa & Python Specialist Group
In addition to follow-up stakeholder meetings to complement CITES, UNCTAD and range States as well as
other initiatives, an important forum for discussions
DPVME CF UIF *6$/44$ #PB  1ZUIPO 4QFDJBMJTU
(SPVQ #14( #14(DPVMECFDPNFBSFHVMBSGPSVN
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for dialogue, discussions and balanced collaboration
between scientists, range States and industry to ensure better protection, develop strategies on sustainable use and economic incentives to benefit conservation and communities. This initiative might begin
with a first working meeting (perhaps Argentina with
UIF NPEFM :FMMPX "OBDPOEB .BOBHFNFOU 1SPHSBN
might provide a suitable venue) with a strategic plan to
hold similar conferences in other global venues, particularly in South East Asia. Assistance from dedicated
funding is a key to establishing and sustaining such
pro-active efforts to better protect and, when justified,
sustainably manage snakes as well as other reptiles
in the future.

V. Enhance compliance and enforcement

V. ENHANCE COMPLIANCE AND
ENFORCEMENT
Marking and improved traceability systems are the
most important ways to enhance compliance and
enforcement. Suggested improvements for shipment
declarations and marking manifests for all transport of
skins within a range State, as well as the point of export can effectively limit the smuggling of some illegal
TLJOT JO TIJQNFOUT PG MFHBM FYQPSUT )PXFWFS  EJSFDU
illegal shipments are more likely to be the larger problem.
&TUJNBUFEJMMFHBMUSBEFJTTJHOJýDBOU CBTFEPO,BTUFSine et al. 2012, of up to 50%) and efforts are needed
to combat it, including enhanced monitoring and enforcement, as well as collaboration among industry
actors. For example, if major tanneries collaborate to
help ensure no untagged skins are converted to leather then range State tagging requirements are substantially supported and additionally verified in importing
countries. Also, cooperation and participation from
traders as well as feedback on how to overcome illegal
trade is essential. Options to address illegal trade include stronger enforcement measures and the adoption by the legal trade of a strong system of marking.
The marking of all python skins in trade establishes a
better foundation to distinguish a legal from an illegal
skin at all points in the supply chain.
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IBTPOMZUISFFQFOJOTVMBSQPSUT ,VBMB-VNQVS +PIPS
BOE1FOBOH BTXFMMBT4BCBIBTQSJNBSZFYQPSUJOH
or importing ports. Singapore, as the primary re-exQPSUJOHDPVOUSZ JTBNBKPS%FTJHOBUFE1PSUXJUIPOMZ
UXPQSJNBSZCPSEFSDSPTTJOHTGSPNUIF.BMBZTJBO1FOJOTVMB7JFU/BNFYQPSUTBMMQZUIPOTLJOTGSPN)P$IJ
.JOI$JUZJOUIFTPVUIBOE)BOPJJOUIFOPSUI
In general, more concentrated inspections are needed, particularly based on enforcement intelligence that
IFMQT NBYJNJ[F MJNJUFE SFTPVSDFT 3FHJPOBM FOGPSDFment strategies that better collect information on illegal trade from a variety of sources (public sector,
private sector, uniformed and undercover personnel)
are needed. This information could be shared and exchanged through a two-way clearinghouse approach
which would complement the enhanced range State
enforcement efforts.

5IFVTFPG%FTJHOBUFE1PSUTUPIFMQDFOUSBMJ[FTIJQment verification and inspection duties of wildlife
enforcement personnel are widely used in importing
countries to help concentrate compliance resources.
*OEPOFTJBIBTB%FTJHOBUFE1PSUGSBNFXPSLTJODFPOMZ
MJDFOTFEUBOOFSTBSFBVUIPSJ[FEUPFYQPSU.BMBZTJB

5IF "4&"/8&/ 8JMEMJGF &OGPSDFNFOU /FUXPSL 
system is tailor-made to assist with a more focused
regional python compliance effort. The CITES Secretariat Enforcement Unit could help coordinate enforceNFOUFGGPSUT"EEJUJPOBMJEFBTMJLFUIFi'MZJOH4RVBEw
DPODFQU GSPN .BMBZTJB  XIJDI VUJMJ[FT FYQFSJFODFE
enforcement officers with more expertise in complex
investigations to support local officers who may initially
find an illegal trail, but lack time, resources and expertise to follow-up on extended investigations could
be taken into account. Again, Dedicated Funding and
$BQBDJUZ#VJMEJOHUPTVQQPSUUIFTFLJOETPGFOIBODFE
compliance techniques are necessary, along with ongoing in-service training, necessary tools (ID manuals
and new forensic techniques, among others) and support from the judicial system (prosecutors, judges and
others) to better understand both the international implications of non-compliance as well as loss of range

Figure 39: Burmese python with clutch

Figure 40: Retained egg shells from Viet Nam snake farm
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State revenue and broader benefits to livelihoods of
local people.
In particular, the licensing and regular inspections of
UIPTFBVUIPSJ[FEUPSFDFJWFUBHTBOECFBDDPVOUBCMF
for implementing improved traceability systems is cruDJBM 8IFO FBDI SBOHF 4UBUF EFUFSNJOFT XIJDI TUFQ
in the value chain for the first marking of the snake
skin will take place, better recommendations on the
specific requirements for reporting and verification
may be made. In Indonesia and Malaysia, processing facilities (slaughterhouses), collectors (dealers and
brokers) and tanneries must all be subject to these
requirements (and largely are now). In Viet Nam, the
satellite farms should be registered and inspected,
BOEUIFTVQQMZDIBJODPOýSNFEUPUIFi1BSFOUwGBSN
they supply. For instance, the collection of empty egg
shells (figures 39 and 40) that is taking place now in
2013 to help confirm stocking levels is a step in the
right direction. Nevertheless, a more intensive review
PGUIFDPNNFSDJBMDBTFGPSUIFWPMVNFTBOETJ[FTPG
python skin exports needs to be undertaken. The
i$BQUJWF #SFFEJOH "TTFTTNFOU 3FQPSUw OPX JO ESBGU
CZUIF#14(XJMMCFJOBCFUUFSQPTJUJPOUPNBLFNPSF
specific recommendations on these issues.
The use of scale clipping or other systems (morphometric diagnostics) have been used to help differentiate other captive-reared reptiles from wild stocks.

)PXFWFS  UIF NPTU QSBDUJDBM NFUIPE UP NJUJHBUF UIF
effects of laundering on wild populations may be a limJUBUJPOPOTLJOTJ[FFYQPSUT32 Since one year grow-out
QZUIPOTLJOTJ[FTSBOHFGSPNUPNFUFST BWFSage 2 meters), with approximately one meter per year
growth in subsequent years,33 BSFMJBCMFSBOHFPGTJ[FT
by year class is possible. A nominal percentage for
FYQJSFECSFFEJOHTJ[FBEVMUTFOTVSFTGBSNTDBOKVTUJGZ
TPNF MBSHFS TJ[F TLJOT  QSPWJEFE UIF CSFFEJOH TUPDL
register is also reduced accordingly.
An assessment of captive-breeding farms and related
subjects could be ably addressed by members of the
*6$/44$ #14( #VU UIF TJHOJýDBOU JODSFBTF JO UPUBM USBEF PG 3FUJDVMBUFE P. reticulatus  BOE #VSNFTF
(P. bivittatus) pythons from 2010 to 2011 raises further questions about the source of these skins, the
reliability of their origins, the level of captive breeding,
laundering concerns and use of false declarations
on CITES permits. These issues should be promptly
and directly addressed in concert with marking and
improved traceability options (including stockpile inventories).
Again, marking and improved traceability options cannot be fully effective and efficient if those involved in
mis-declarations of origin or laundering of wild skins
through captive breeding or smuggling operations are
not interdicted and isolated from the core legal trade.

VI. Enhance capacity building

VI. ENHANCE CAPACITY
BUILDING
One of the best ways to improve capacity building
for research and management is for international researchers to include local biologists and scientists in
the development of their studies on population, densities and ecological dynamics of python populations. In
both Indonesia and Malaysia, there were administrative and field representatives of the Management Authority and Scientific Authorities who expressed a specific interest during this Study to focus their continuing
education on pythons and other reptiles. A combination of dedicated funding and matching industry funding could help provide reasonable grants to help underwrite local participation between the international
community and range States. This also encourages
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iMPDBM DIBNQJPOTw UP GVSUIFS UIF DBTF PG TVTUBJOBCMF
use and strategies necessary to ensure subsequent
generations also benefit from renewable natural resources. The best and most effective conservation is
community-based.
Suggestions for enforcement and compliance caQBDJUZCVJMEJOHBTXFMMBT$*5&4"OOVBM3FQPSUTBOE
trade monitoring improvements were previously sumNBSJ[FE5IFOFFEJTOPUTPNVDIGPSNPSFJEFBTUP
enhance capacity building, but to actually start deWFMPQJOH BOE JNQMFNFOUJOH #FTU .BOBHFNFOU 1SBDtices, which covers a wide range of improvements to
research, management, enforcement, compliance,
USBEF NPOJUPSJOH BOE BOJNBM XFMGBSF TUBOEBSET 1BSties to CITES consulted for this Study consider that
this will improve, help sustain and provide real benefits
to conservation and communities.

VII. Encourage stakeholder engagement

VII. ENCOURAGE STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT
The CITES Standing Committee established a snake
USBEFBOEDPOTFSWBUJPONBOBHFNFOU8PSLJOH(SPVQ
following the 15th meeting of the Conference of the
1BSUJFT $P1 %PIB  UPJNQMFNFOUBOVNCFS
of decisions relating to snakes. Following the Standing
$PNNJUUFFTSFQPSUJOHBUUIFUINFFUJOHPGUIF$POGFSFODF PG UIF 1BSUJFT $P1  #BOHLPL    UIF
1BSUJFT BEPQUFE B SBOHF PG OFX EFDJTJPOT  JODMVEJOH
calls to the Animals and Standing Committees for the
development and implementation of a traceability and
marking system for snake skins. The Standing Committee decided to renew its working group on snakes
BGUFS $P1 XJUI UIF TBNF NFNCFSTIJQ JODMVEJOH
(PWFSONFOUT *(0T /(0TBOEUIFQSJWBUFJOEVTUSZ 
BOE$IBJS 4XJU[FSMBOE BTCFGPSF5IF4UBOEJOH$PNNJUUFFT4OBLF8PSLJOH(SPVQJTUPTVQQPSUUIFJNQMFNFOUBUJPOPGUIF$P1EFDJTJPOTSFMBUJOHUPTOBLFT
The Standing Committee will examine and make recommendations on traceability issues on the basis of
scientific work and analysis conducted by the Animals
$PNNJUUFF5IF$*5&44OBLFT8PSLJOH(SPVQTIPVME
serve as a regular forum, with the support of UNCTAD
and CITES Secretariats and in coordination with othFST *6$/44$#14( 3&41 #43 FUD GPSEJBMPHVF 
discussions and balanced collaboration between scientists, range States and industry as an integral part of
developing better protection, management, sustainable strategies and conservation education of large
CITES Appendix II-listed snakes.
This UNCTAD/CITES Study endeavoured to constructively engage as many stakeholders as possible
in issues facing the python and other reptile trades.
The Study was intended to be the beginning, not the
end, of a more focused and on-going effort. Specific
suggestions for improved stakeholder engagement
include:
1. UNCTAD,CITES and industry sponsored regional
workshops to continue the dialogue and discussions on ways to enhance the traceability, sustainability and animal welfare concerns of the python
BOESFQUJMFUSBEFT
2. Continuation of an Annual Trade Monitoring Study
of large CITES-listed Snakes in Trade, as well as
SFDPOTJEFS UIF 4VTUBJOBCMF 4PVSDJOH 3FDPNNFOEBUJPOTPVUMJOFECZ6/&18$.$
%FWFMPQNFOUPGUIF*6$/44$#PB1ZUIPO4QFDJBMJTU(SPVQ #14( JOUPBSFHVMBSGPSVNGPSTDJFO-
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tists, range States, regulators and trade interests
to complement the work of UNCTAD, the CITES
4FDSFUBSJBUBOE4OBLF8PSLJOH(SPVQGPSDPOUJOVing dialogue, discussion and collaboration on conTFSWBUJPOBTXFMMBTTVTUBJOBCMFVTFJTTVFT
4. A constructive industry forum for the exchange of
ideas throughout the supply chain is needed. It
should include all actors from range States, regionBMUSBEF NBOVGBDUVSFST MVYVSZCSBOETBOESFUBJM
3FHVMBS NFFUJOHT BOE DPOTVMUBUJPOT XJUI UBOOFST
and trade group representatives like UNIC (Unione
/B[JPOBMF*OEVTUSJB$PODJBSJBPS/BUJPOBM6OJPOPG
UIF5BOOJOH*OEVTUSZ *UBMZ+-*" +BQBO-FBUIFS*OEVTUSJFT "TTPDJBUJPO  BOE PUIFS HSPVQT JO 4QBJO 
China, Mexico and other python importing and
SBOHF4UBUFT3FHJPOBMSFHVMBSNFFUJOHTXJUI*3"5"
*OEPOFTJBO3FQUJMFBOE"NQIJCJBO5SBEF"TTPDJBUJPO  4345" 4JOHBQPSF 3FQUJMF 4LJO 5SBEF "TTPciation ) and other trade associations would help
NBJOUBJODPOUJOVJOHFOHBHFNFOUPGTUBLFIPMEFST
6. Continued research and engagement with experts
in the animal welfare field, particularly the Expert
1BOFM PO )VNBOF ,JMMJOH PG 3FQUJMFT DPOWFOFE CZ
4XJU[FSMBOE XIJDI IBT TVCNJUUFE JUT SFQPSU UP UIF
0*& 8PSME 0SHBOJ[BUJPO GPS "OJNBM )FBMUI  BT BO
international standard on the subject.

Industry stakeholder initiatives
$PMMBCPSBUJPOCFUXFFOUIFQSJWBUFTFDUPS /(0TBOE
*/(0TXPVMECFBOJNQPSUBOUTUFQGPSXBSEGPSTUBLFholders to explore different ways of overcoming concerns linked to sustainability, illegal trade and animal
welfare.
"O FYBNQMF PG TVDI BO JOJUJBUJWF JT UIF POF UIBU ,FSJOH BMPOH XJUI POF PG JUT MBSHFTU MVYVSZ CSBOET  (VDDJ JTMBVODIJOHXJUILFZJOUFSOBUJPOBMFYQFSUT,FSJOH 
*5$BOE*6$/#14(BSFDPMMBCPSBUJOHJOBQJPOFFSJOH
partnership to develop a program of research (known
BTUIF1ZUIPO$POTFSWBUJPO1BSUOFSTIJQ UIBUXJMMDPOtribute data and recommendations to improve the
trade along four main themes:
t .POJUPSJOHXJMEIBSWFTUBOEJNQSPWJOH/%'T
t %JGGFSFOUJBUJOH CFUXFFO DBQUJWFCSFE BOE XJME
BOJNBMT
t %FWFMPQJOHUIFIJHIFTUTUBOEBSETPGBOJNBMIFBMUI
and welfare (through input from experts at the
&DP)FBMUI"MMJBODF BOE
t #FUUFS VOEFSTUBOEJOH UIF JNQBDUT PG UIF QZUIPO
trade on local livelihoods.
(PBMT PG UIJT QSPHSBN JODMVEF DPOUSJCVUJOH UP UIF
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CITES process and making data and research findings available to all stakeholders to improve management across the trade.
Information gathered from these projects would assist
1BSUJFTUP$*5&4 SBOHF4UBUFT DPOTFSWBUJPOHSPVQT 
industry and other interested stakeholders, in the im-

QMFNFOUBUJPOPGTFWFSBMSFDFOU%FDJTJPOTCZUIF1BSties to CITES concerning the snake trade at the 16th
.FFUJOH PG UIF $POGFSFODF PG UIF 1BSUJFT JO .BSDI
2013 and make an important contribution to ensuring
a sustainable, legal and traceable international trade
in python skins.

VIII. Dedicated funding

VIII. DEDICATED FUNDING
Dedicated funding is a key element that will enable
and sustain most future initiatives on traceability and
sustainability issues related to python and python
skins. Considering the scope and complexity of priorities needed to enhance the marking, traceability,
sustainability, conservation education and humane
treatment of pythons in trade, downstream industries
should consider contributing dedicated funding levels
equal to those collected at the range State level to
FTUBCMJTIBi1ZUIPO3FTPVSDF'VOEw 13' 
An assessment per skin could be proportional to participation and related to the benefit received for each
stakeholder. The structure, oversight and administraUJPOPGUIF13'DPVMECFQBSUPGBXJEFS1VCMJD1SJWBUF
1BSUOFSTIJQ 111 PSBOJOUFHSBMQBSUPGBCSPBEFSTVTtainable sourcing initiative intended to provide further
support to the CITES government to government
certification process. Follow-up discussions on these
options among the private sector and governments
would be useful to support the next phases of python
initiatives, as well as directly enhance traceability, sustainability and other options presented in this Study.
It must be noted, most of the original efforts to downlist and sustainably manage crocodilian programs
were reasonably funded to meet non-detriment findJOHT /%'T SBODIJOHPSRVPUBDSJUFSJB#VUPOMZUXP
of those crocodilian programs maintained the dedicated funding sources over time to ensure monitoring
programs, research, management, enforcement and
USBEF EBUB XFSF NBJOUBJOFE 5IF -PVJTJBOB "MMJHBUPS
1SPHSBN IBT CFFO UIF NPTU DPOTJTUFOU  XJUI BOOVBM
inputs to monitoring priorities enabled through a US$4
per skin assessment at export to fund the programs.
The involvement of the local community is essential to
ensure sustainable use of the species, which is part
of their culture as well as important source of local
revenue.
Another example of a long term dedicated funding
QSPHSBNNFJTUIBUPGDSPDPEJMJBOTJO1BQVB/FX(VJOFB 1/( XJUIBEFEJDBUFEGVOEJOHTPVSDFCBTFEPO
PGBTLJOTFYQPSUWBMVFBOEQBSUPGUIFQSPDFFET
committed to monitoring populations, management
BOEFOGPSDFNFOUFGGPSUTiy1BQVB/FX(VJOFBEF
iy1BQVB/FX(VJOFBEFveloped ranching as a standard management option
for their crocodiles (Crocodylus porosus and C. novaeguineae) before CITES came into force in 1975.
8IFO 1BQVB /FX (VJOFB KPJOFE $*5&4   BOE
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the two species were listed on Appendix II, the ranchJOHQSPHSBNDPOUJOVFEXJUIPVUDIBOHFw35 Sometimes
UIFDIBMMFOHFJO1BQVB/FX(VJOFBJTUPBOOVBMMZý
1BQVB/FX(VJOFBJTUPBOOVBMMZý
is to annually fi
nance some of the crocodilian monitoring activities
when other priorities like education, infrastructure and
healthcare needs stretch all available resources.
8JMEMJGF TQFDJFT PS IBCJUBUT  DPOTFSWBUJPO BOE FOWJronmental concerns have a very difficult time worldwide competing with all other sovereign interests for
essential funding. Too often the extraction of natural
resource values is not adequately underwritten to ensure control, management and sustainability. That is
POFSFBTPOUIF1/(EFEJDBUFEGVOEJOHPGXBTBMlocated as 2% for general revenue duty and 3% for
monitoring. Still the competition remains for scarce
ýOBODJBMSFTPVSDFT CVUUIFDPODFQUPGiBOOVBMJOQVUT
and investment into the sustainable use of natural reTPVSDFwJTBWBMVBCMFDPNQPOFOUPGMPOHUFSNTVTUBJOability.
8IJMF BMM UISFF QZUIPO SBOHF 4UBUFT WJTJUFE DPMMFDUFE
some form of revenue based on skin exports, the proceeds went into general revenue funds, either at the
national or province level, and were then subject to
annual legislative budget appropriation priorities. This
is understandable from the perspective of local and
OBUJPOBM(PWFSONFOU XIJDITFFUIFBMMPDBUJPOPGMJNited resource as a provincial or national function, that
is, while the resources are derived from a particular
community they are considered a shared national or
provincial resource.
#PUI .BMBZTJB BOE *OEPOFTJB BSF DVSSFOUMZ DPOTJEFSing further increases or reallocation of income from the
python trade. Serious consideration should be given
to achievable earmarked funds for annual inputs to
monitoring activities. Viet Nam had a 5% export assessment on python skins during this Study, but it was
repealed on October 4, 2013 according to the Ministry
of Finance Circular 116/2013. Considering the need
for licensing, inspecting and reporting of the Vietnamese supply chain (including satellite farms), it might be
worth reconsidering the repeal in favour of a similar
split between import duties (general revenue) and
monitoring activities (earmarked for annual inputs previously listed). A similar approach by Indonesia, Malaysia and other python range States could help establish
and better fund a regional network for improved traceability and sustainability in South East Asia.
5IF :FMMPX "OBDPOEB E.notaeus) from Argentina
provides a similar model for dedicated funding. This
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Table 7: Anaconda Program benefits partitioning on a
US$ 50 skin price basis
Program actor

US$

%

Provincial and export taxes

2.1

4.2

Program running costs (NGO)

7.4

14.8

Hunters and local buyers

6.7

13.3

Stockpiling logistic expenses

3.1

6.2

Total expenses per skin

19.3

38.5

Exporters income

30.8

61.5

Source: *OGPSNBUJPO QSPWJEFE CZ .S 5 8BMMFS  %JSFDUPS PG
$POTFSWBUJPO  'VOEBDJØO #JPEJWFSTJEBE  "SHFOUJOB  PO  +VOF
2013.

NPEFMJTFDPOPNJDBMMZTUSVDUVSFECZ(PWFSONFOU FYQPSUFST IVOUFST MPDBMCVZFSTBOEUIF/(0JODIBSHF
of the technical/scientific programme. The benefits are
distributed among these mentioned actors. The gov-

ernmental sector receives 4.2% of the benefits, while
1SPHSBNNFUFDIOJDBMBDUJWJUJFTSFDFJWFBOEMPcal buyers and hunters 13.3%. Externality compensation and community devolution by the private sector
accounts for approximately one third of the international value of a skin.
'SPN UIF JOEVTUSZ TJEF  UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG B i1ZUIPO3FTPVSDF'VOEwDPVMEQSPWJEFJODSFBTFEBOOVBM
funding on a proportional basis from the downstream
supply side chain of manufacturers, luxury brands
and retail. Some of those funds could be allocated as
iNBUDIJOHGVOETwUPSBOHF4UBUFTGPSTQFDJýDQSPKFDUT
(research, management or enforcement grants) that
could improve the traceability and sustainability of pythons and eventually other reptiles in trade. The use
of matching funds by industry could help encourage
range State priorities for python research, management, enforcement, compliance, trade monitoring and
conservation education.

IX. Equitable cost and benefit sharing

IX. EQUITABLE COST AND
BENEFIT SHARING
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An important benefit for python stakeholders would
be the adoption of suitable dedicated funding levels
from range State and the private sector matching fund
previously mentioned in this Study. In addition, the balance between dried skin availability and value-added
crust tanning (currently about 10% more value) should
be evaluated.

A direct incentive for more legal trade could be a premium to South East Asian suppliers who abided by a
supply chain code of conduct (perhaps administered
through regional trade associations) to help ensure
transparency, compliance, accurate reporting and cooperation with CITES Management Authority to deter
illegal trade in favor of more value for legal skins. Importing stakeholders could complement those range
State efforts through increased diligence to confirm
origins and help further deter false declarations.

Figure 42: Python meat processing operation

Figure 43: Dried python meat

Figure 44: Drying kiln for python meat

Figure 45: Weighing and packing python meat for export
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The distribution of values through a supply chain typically favors those who consolidate the resource (volume) which increases negotiating leverage for fair market value. For instance, in the trade of other reptile skins
such as crocodilians, this is accomplished by large
production farms, associations of smaller producers or
cooperative sales of either farm, wild or both productions. Developing long term relationships with upstream
stakeholders will ultimately help guarantee reasonable
fair market prices throughout the supply chains.
The value-added benefits of local and regional manufacturing operations in South East Asia were previously noted in this Study. This strategy not only adds value
to the resource but directly enhances the livelihoods of
participants whether they are involved in the tanning,
manufacturing or retail segments of the value chain.
The creation of skilled labour jobs and commensurate
wage increases are important socio-economic factors
in South East Asia. For instance, the important link
between reptile skin or leather values between range
States and importing countries should be better recPHOJ[FE QBSUJDVMBSMZJOSFMBUJPOUPMPDBMMJWFMJIPPETBOE
benefit sharing.
The market for python gallbladders used in traditional
medicine was noted across the region for both domestic use and export. The production of dried meat
(figures 42, 43, 44 and 45) for export was more advanced in Malaysia and significant local use of python

NFBUJOUIF4BCBI1SPWJODFXBTSFQPSUFE.BMBZTJBO
slaughterhouses reported receiving about US$0.20/
kg for carcass meat, but the drying and packing facility visited declined to offer export values which were
QSJNBSJMZEFTUJOFEGPS$IJOFTFNBSLFUT)PXFWFS UIFZ
did confirm that a 3m carcass would yield about 50%
meat to thinly slice and smoke (drying in charcoal fire
kilns) and that dried gall bladders could bring US$400
to US$450/kg. Viet Nam snake farms reported from
US$20 to US$30 additional revenue (per carcass)
could be produced from the values of meat and gallbladders. This is significant additional value, considering current crust tanning only adds 10% to raw skin
value.
The applicability of this Study to the trade of other
reptiles is direct if applied to other large snakes such
as the African rock python (P. sebae. UIF#PBTDPOstrictors (Boa constrictors spp) or the Anacondas
(Eunectes spp.). For smaller, less valuable reptiles like
MJ[BSET BOE NFEJVN TJ[F TOBLFT XIJQT  XBUFS BOE
others) the cost/benefit of direct marking is questionBCMF #VU UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG TUBOEBSEJ[FE NFUIPET
of monitoring and collecting data on other reptile skins
(Adaptive Management Options), annual trade monitoring of volumes, origins, exporters and importers,
and refinement of sustainable sourcing guidelines (including species reviews) and a traffic light system to
denote relative risk of trade in various species) offers
significant opportunities to sustainably manage trade
issues of other reptiles.36

X. Animal welfare and humane killing guidelines
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X. ANIMAL WELFARE
AND HUMANE KILLING
GUIDELINES

in the field, if those who administer the blow know
the python brain is centered between the eyes, rather
than located toward the back of the head. This is an
important topic to include in the priority regional workshops suggested in this Study.

5IFSFQPSUDPPSEJOBUFECZ4XJU[FSMBOEGSPNBO&YQFSU
1BOFMPOUIF)VNBOF,JMMJOHPG3FQUJMFT37 could be the
basis for improving harvest methods used in the python trade. Specifically, the use of decapitation (without pithing) or suffocation should be replaced with
B NPSF IVNBOF SFDPNNFOEFE NFUIPE  TVDI BT i"
CMPXUPUIFIFBEXJUIBIBSEJNQMFNFOU y wQBSUJDVlarly if administered through an improved system illusUSBUFEJO,BTUFSJOFFUBM"NPSFJNNFEJBUFBOE
complete destruction of the brain is achievable, even

The Viet Nam CITES Management Authority conducted a meeting with slaughterhouses on September 13,
2013 and encouraged them to use brain destruction
(with a blow, captive bolt or electrical stunning device),
although it may take time to reach a consensus and
change the use of the current method.
5IJT)VNBOF,JMMJOH3FQPSUIBTCFFOTVCNJUUFEUPUIF
0*& 8PSME0SHBOJ[BUJPOGPS"OJNBM)FBMUI GPSDPOTJEeration as an international standard for the humane
killing of reptiles.

XI. Conclusions

XI. CONCLUSIONS
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Figure 46: Secondary forest oil palm plantation in
Indonesia

The challenges facing the trade in python skins may or
may not be a watershed moment for the international
community to better understand that people conserve
what they care about and benefit from, particularly if it
becomes a part of their community culture and generational heritage. The leaders, policymakers, industry
and other stakeholders must eventually better understand, and are increasingly doing so, that the capital
value of natural resources and ecosystems cannot be
continually extracted without re-investing some part of
it into the protection and management of renewable
natural resources. At least not without a future massive loss of biodiversity, the habitats species depend
upon to survive and the often neglected recognition of
natural values to communities and civil society.
The other side of the conservation conundrum is the
QPJOUPGWJFXUIBUywPOMZBSFQUJMFTIPVMEXFBSBSFQUJMFTLJOywPSUIBUUSBEFJOXJMEMJGFQSPEVDUTJTiyNPSBMMZXSPOHBOEPGGFOTJWFw5IFTFOUJNFOUPGXJMEMJGFBQpreciation for its own sake rather than usefulness to
others is a valid viewpoint. So is the sustainable use
viewpoint that economic incentives can be leveraged
to benefit conservation (ecosystems) and communities (local people and cultures). The unfortunate truth
arising from decades of experiences in the wildlife field
JTUIBUiyUIFPOMZQSPCMFNXJUI.PUIFS/BUVSFJT)VNBO/BUVSFywTPUIFHSFBUFSDIBMMFOHFJTUPýOEUIF
right balance between commerce, conservation and
communities.
Taking the above into account, pythons and other
large snakes may share the same opportunity as the
BMMJHBUPSTi.BSTIUP.BSLFUwTUPSZUPCSJOHNPSFQVCMJD
understanding of economic incentives to commerce,
conservation (ecosystems) and communities (local
people and cultures). It was interesting that IndoneTJB IBT 1SPWJODJBM QPMJDJFT UP QSPUFDU BU MFBTU  PG

forested land and buffer as much of the surrounding
land as possible into secondary forests. If an analysis
is available on remaining natural lands in the European Union or United States, it would be interesting to
know just how much conservation of habitats in developed countries compares to some of the developing
countries who are facing the challenges of population
growth, rapid economic development, infrastructure,
education and health care needs.
The python skin trade will not solve these problems
but it can help illustrate the balance and reinvestment
necessary to be better stewards of wildlife and habitats they need to survive. The key to maintaining the
python and habitats is to ensure the trade is legal,
sustainable and verifiable (traceable and independently monitored) with benefits to commerce (economic incentives), conservation (ecosystems) and
communities (local people and cultures). The most
important task for the python range States and actors in the supply chain is to better implement marking
and traceability options as soon as possible, including
those offered in this Study.

9**,FZýOEJOHTBOEOFYUTUFQT

XII. KEY FINDINGS AND NEXT
STEPS
Marking and traceability system
Two-tier system
There is emerging consensus among South East
Asian range States of python spp., the representatives of the private sector that were contacted in the
course of the Study, as well as in discussions held on
the Study, for the need to mark all python skins that
BSFDPNNFSDJBMJ[FE
Amongst the same stakeholders, consensus also
emerged on the establishment of a two-tier marking
system with a first marking phase from dried skins
to finished leather, whether intended for the national
or international market (i.e. from range States and
exporting countries to countries where the skins are
UBOOFE BOE ýOJTIFE  BOE B TFDPOE NBSLJOH QIBTF
from the importing countries with tanneries to manufacturers where the skins are made into leather products and retailed. This marking system in this second
phase would involve the tanned leather and resulting
leather products. The marking technology applied to
tag skins in the first phase, and the marking tools used
in the second phase could be different, but would
need to be compatible and able to merge into a seamless skin-to-leather goods traceability system. From a
regulatory perspective, the first tier would be mandatory for all the countries involved, while the second tier
could be either optional or compulsory, depending on
UIFEFDJTJPOCZ1BSUJFTUP$*5&4
The preference for a two-tier marking system was also
based on the development of local manufacturing operations in South East Asia as a further value-added
strategy resulting in increased wages for both apprentices and craftsmen.
There were different views on workable techniques
and solutions to mark leather and manufactured products in the second phase amongst the stakeholders
that were consulted. Italian tannery representatives,
for example, were concerned about additional administrative and practical burdens of new traceability
requirements.
Marking systems for phases one and two
Several initiatives are being undertaken to enhance
the traceability of python skins and their derivatives in
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international trade. Those examined for the purpose of
this Study are the following:
t #BSDPEFEPSTFSJBMMZOVNCFSFEUBHT

#VUUPOTUZMF

-PPQTUZMF
t 3'*%UBHT

"MM3FUBJM
2. VCC
Considering the information available, a barcode button style tag might be preferable.
If the suggested barcode button style tag were not
currently available, consideration should be given by
range States, Singapore and CITES Animals Committee and Standing Committee to a serially numbered
tag that is readily available, similar to the crocodilian
skin tag used in Colombia. Most of the tags currently
used on other reptile skins, such as crocodilian skins,
are serially numbered rather than barcoded (about 1
million out of 1.3 million crocodilian skins per year are
marked with serially numbered tags). This could be
useful if all python skin stockpiles in South East Asia
are inventoried by the end of 2014. An export sticker
similar to the one currently used in Indonesia could
be formatted with a sticker barcode similar to those
currently applied to Caiman fuscus. The combination
of a serially numbered button style tag and barcoded
export sticker could provide a reasonable bridge to
expedite stockpile inventories as soon as possible as
well as maintain a secure traceability system.
Supply chain and points of marking
Along the supply chain, a first tier marking would apply
from the supplier or domestic tannery in the country
of origin to the tannery in the importing country. The
first tier tagging would be overseen by CITES Management Authorities.
The second tier marking would be applied from the
level of the importing country tanneries to the retail outlet. The technology would be applied to tanned skins
and the finished products made from them, and be implemented voluntarily at the requirement of the private
TFDUPSPSDPNQVMTPSZJGSFRVJSFECZ1BSUJFTUP$*5&4

Other traceability issues
Stockpile inventories
Considerable stockpiles of python skins are being held
in several South East Asian countries. For a traceability system to work correctly, it will be important to inventory and mark all these skins.
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The representatives of the private sector in Asia that
were consulted during this Study agreed that all
stockpiles of python skins in South East Asia could be
inventoried. The inventories should be conducted by
the relevant national CITES Management Authorities
with the results kept confidential and maintained as an
account based system of stockpiles.
Skinning instructions
Skinning instructions to deter stockpiling have been
successfully used in Argentina for a model manageNFOU QSPHSBNNF GPS ZFMMPX BOBDPOEB 5IF :FMMPX
"OBDPOEB .BOBHFNFOU 1SPHSBN :".1  BMTP SFquires tagging, licensing, reporting and enhanced accountability. If the above stockpile inventories could
be completed and all python skins marked in 2014,
skinning instructions may not be required as part of
the management and compliance program.

Complementing the CITES permitting
systems
Improved traceability and diversion of trade to legal
sources are essential to support and underscore the
credibility of the CITES permitting system. In general,
CITES export permits should be issued by the Management Authority closest to the origin of python skins.
A regular protocol for facility inspections, reviews of
inventory reports and other compliance requirements
should be a part of best management practices.
The issues and options of setting national quotas
should be carefully reviewed to consider ways to more
effectively monitor harvest (origins), collect scientific
EBUB TLJOTJ[FTBOEHFOEFS BOEQSPWJEFNPSFJODFOtives for legal trade and enhanced values for local
communities (livelihoods).

serves as a certification scheme for assuring that trade
is not detrimental to the survival of species included in
the Appendices.
3FTFBSDI UIBU XPVME QSPWJEF SPCVTU /PO%FUSJNFOU
'JOEJOHT /%'T  BMMPXJOH FYQPSUJOH SBOHF 4UBUFT UP
ascertain sustainable levels of off-take and export,
as well as the implementation of associated Adaptive
Management Strategies (AMS), would be enhanced
UISPVHIUIFDPMMFDUJPOPGTLJOTJ[FBOEHFOEFSEBUBBT
part of the improved traceability system.

Enhance compliance and enforcement
"MMTUBLFIPMEFSTDPOTVMUFE GSPN(PWFSONFOUTUPQSJWBUFCVTJOFTT *(0TBOE/(0TBHSFFEUIBUUIFTIBSFE
goal should be trade in python skins that is legal, sustainable and verifiable (traceable and independently
monitored) with benefits to commerce (economic incentives), conservation (ecosystems) and communities (local people and cultures).
Compliance could be further improved through the use
of transport documents (with tag number manifests),
shipping declarations, electronic reporting, designated
port inspections, enhanced enforcement techniques,
TQFDJBMJ[FE FOGPSDFNFOU USBJOJOH  FRVJQNFOU BOE UIF
development of inspections and investigations units to
conduct task force priorities to interdict and mitigate
illegal trade. Outreach and awareness of the judicial
system, prosecutors and other enforcement agencies
TIPVMEFNQIBTJ[FUIFMPTTPGSFWFOVFUPSBOHF4UBUFT
and reduced value to local livelihoods and communities. The most important ingredient for success is
GPSUIF1BSUJFTUP$*5&4BOEUIFQSJWBUFTFDUPSUPQVU
a high priority on traceability and sustainability issues
with timely consequences for non-compliance.
Illegal trade impacts

Improve conservation and sustainable
use frameworks
Non-Detriment Findings
For international trade in specimens of python spp. to
take place in compliance with CITES provisions, the
TQFDJNFOTTIPVMECFMFHBMMZTPVSDFEFYQPSUTTIPVME
not be detrimental to wild populations of the species
DPODFSOFEoJFTIPVMECFTVTUBJOBCMFBOEJOUFSOBtional trade should be traceable and enforceable (inspections and stockpile inventories) through a system
of permits and certificates, and associated reporting.
5IF 1SFBNCMF UP $*5&4 3FTPMVUJPO  SFDPHOJ[FT
that the issuance of CITES permits and certificates

Improved tagging and traceability systems can assist
but not overcome false declarations of origin, laundering of wild skins or direct smuggling if enabled by
FOUSFODIFEJOUFSFTUT3BOHF4UBUFDPNQMJBODFJTTVFT
had less to do with regulatory frameworks (which were
generally comprehensive) but related more to compliance monitoring and interdiction of illegal trade. It is
important to be clear that a good marking and sound
traceability system can only provide the foundation
for compliance. The management, enforcement and
institutional frameworks to ensure legal trade is not
detrimental to the survival of the species requires a
combination of capacity building, best management
practices and dedicated funding to be successful.

9**,FZýOEJOHTBOEOFYUTUFQT

5IF "4&"/8&/ DPVME HSFBUMZ BTTJTU SBOHF 4UBUFT
enforcement efforts and a regional task force approach should be considered to interdict illegal trade.

Enhance capacity building
Capacity building and best management practices are
essential building blocks to enhance research, management, enforcement, compliance, trade monitoring
and conservation education. Engaging local biologists
and scientists in research questions related to sustainable production systems is an important step to encourage managers and local communities to engage
in sustained use strategies. Dedicated funding to ensure annual inputs for research (scientists and biologists), management (Management and Scientific Authorities), enforcement (port inspectors and task force
investigations), compliance (facility inspections and report reviews), trade monitoring (CITES trade database
annual report studies) and conservation education, as
well as a marsh to market story explaining sustainable
trade benefits to commerce (economic incentives),
conservation (ecosystems) and communities (local
people and cultures). A combination of range State
revenue (up to 5% of skin export value) and a matching program, for example, a python resource fund,
would expedite both capacity building and the development of best management practices.

Encourage stakeholder engagement
5IF$*5&44OBLFT8PSLJOH(SPVQTIPVMETFSWFBTB
regular forum, with the support of UNCTAD and CITES
Secretariat and in coordination with others (IUCN/SSC
#14(  3&41  #43  FUD  GPS EJBMPHVF  EJTDVTTJPOT
and balanced collaboration between scientists, range
States, conservationists and industry as an integral
part of developing better protection, management,
sustainable strategies and conservation education
of large CITES Appendix II-listed snakes. The range
State workshops recommended for early 2014 (before CITES Animal Committee meeting in April) and a
QSPQPTFEXPSLJOHNFFUJOHPGUIF#14(MBUFSJO
would help ensure that dialogue and collaboration by
all stakeholders would continue.

Dedicated funding
Dedicated funding options are essential to better fiOBODFTVTUBJOBCJMJUZBOEUSBDFBCJMJUZPQUJPOT5IF-PVJTJBOBBMMJHBUPSBOE1BQVB/FX(VJOFBDSPDPEJMFQSPgram approaches for duties and monitoring revenue
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are examples to be considered. Industry should also
consider the creation of a python resource fund to
proportionally support and partially match range State
efforts for enhanced traceability and sustainability. A
starting point for discussions on funds needed from
both range State revenue and industry matching programs was previously presented in the capacity building section above.

Recommend equitable cost and benefit
sharing
Economic incentives for legal trade, value-added tanning and manufacturing options, more development
of meat and by-product markets, as well as recogniUJPO PG iTLJO BOE MFBUIFS WBMVFTw JO PSEFS UP QSPNPUF
an equitable sharing of benefits are important ways to
enhance equitable cost and access benefit sharing.
An industry matching fund program with range States
to expedite capacity building and development of best
management practices should be an immediate priority. Economic incentives to encourage legal trade
should be implemented and the current disincentives
for legal trade represented by the imbalance between
demand for dried skins and crust leather should be
addressed.

Animal welfare and humane killing
guidelines
)VNBOF ,JMMJOH (VJEFMJOFT GSPN UIF 4XJTT MFE &YQFSU 1BOFM 3FQPSU TIPVME CF JNQMFNFOUFE BT TPPO
as possible. The OIE should be encouraged to consider these guidelines as an international standard as
soon as possible and range States should incorporate
guidelines into their best management practices. Industry and governments could help expedite this process by providing funding assistance.

Next steps
t $POUJOVF UFTUJOHUIFBWBJMBCMFUSBDFBCJMJUZTZTUFNT
to gather more data and to inform the CITES process.
t &YQMPSF DPMMBCPSBUJPO PQUJPOT XJUI BMM TUBLFIPMEers, such as public-private partnerships, in order
to implement initiatives addressing issues such as
tagging, stockpiling, sustainable sourcing, monitoring, animal welfare and dedicated funding issues.
t 5IFPQUJPOGPSSBOHF4UBUFTUPJOJUJBUFOBUJPOBMMFHislation or regulations to require all python skins in
trade to be tagged by 2015 and for all stockpiles of
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python skins be inventoried and tagged by the end
of 2014 should be promoted and considered.
t " TFSJFT PG XPSLTIPQT TIPVME CFHJO BT FBSMZ BT
possible in 2014 for the next phase of python skin
initiatives to further address tagging and traceability frameworks, stockpile inventories, sustainable
sourcing guidelines, enforcement, compliance,
trade monitoring, dedicated funding, capacity
building, best management practices and animal
welfare issues, particularly the findings of the Expert
1BOFMPO)VNBOF,JMMJOHPG3FQUJMFT3FQPSU5IFTF
workshops should target all interested stakeholders, including governments of range States, CITES
Management Authorities and interested representatives of the private sector. The workshop reports
should be submitted to the CITES Secretariat for
submission to the Animal Committee in April 2014,
to complement other studies and reports being
considered.
t " SFQPSU PO 8PSME 5SBEF JO 4LJOT PG -BSHF $*5&4
-JTUFE 4OBLF 4QFDJFT  XBT DPNQMFUFE
as part of this Study. It should be continued at least
UISPVHI$P1 UPQSPWJEFUIFCFTUIJTUPSJDBM
trade data for the previous 20 years (1995-2015).
Consideration should be given to expand this trade
4UVEZUPBi(MPCBM3FQUJMF5SBEF4UVEZwJOUIFGVUVSF
t 5IF 4VTUBJOBCMF 4PVSDJOH QSPHSBN EFWFMPQFE CZ
6/&18$.$ JO  TIPVME CF SFDPOTJEFSFE 
particularly the concept of species reviews and a

i5SBGGJD -JHIUw TZTUFN UP TJNQMZ DPNNVOJDBUF UIF
status of species in trade to industry participants
BOE PUIFST 6/&18$.$ TIPVME CF FODPVSBHFE
to consider simple ways to communicate information derived from the CITES trade and species
database that it maintains on behalf of the CITES
Secretariat to the industry and other stakeholders.
The development of a data portal with species reviews has been suggested. Also a further review of
options to expedite electronic reporting of tagging
and traceability data should be considered to move
towards a real-time exchange of data between exporting and importing countries. Options for electronic permitting should also be considered.
t "i.BSTIUP.BSLFUwTUPSZUPCFUUFSFEVDBUFDPOsumers and the public about sustainable benefits
to commerce (economic incentives), conservation
(ecosystems) and communities (local people and
cultures) is needed.
t " NPSF DPNQSFIFOTJWF DPNNFSDJBM DBTF GPS UIF
levels of captive-bred python skins reported in trade
OFFETUPCFNBEF QBSUJDVMBSMZJO-BP1%3BOE7JFU
Nam. This would warrant surveys and monitoring
of the python breeding operations in South East
Asia. A CITES mission to South East Asia should
be considered to address all issues that affect the
issuance of permits and certificates which serve as
the basis of the intergovernmental certification process.

Annexes

ANNEXES
Note: The Annexes, as listed below, can be
EPXOMPBEFE BU IUUQXXXCJPUSBEFPSH3FTPVSDFT
1VCMJDBUJPOT"OOFYUP4UVEZQEG
6/$5"%#SJFGJOH3FQPSU+VOF JO(FOFWB
2. Analysis on humane killing methods for reptiles in
UIFTLJOUSBEF 4XJU[FSMBOE.
$*5&4-JTUPG"QQSPWFE5BH.BOVGBDUVSFST
4PGU5BH3'*%
64'84GPSN
+ $BMEXFMM 1ZUIPO World Trade of Large CITES
Listed Snake Species.
7. Executive Summary from Indonesia, May 2013.
6/&18$.$-JTUPG3FQUJMF4QFDJFT*O5SBEF
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4PDJBMJTU3FQVCMJDPG7JFU/BNCZ+FOLJOT 3  0QFSBUJPOBM.BOVBMGPS*OTQFDUJPOTPG$MPTFE$ZDMF$BQUJWF
#SFFEJOH0QFSBUJPOT$SPDPEJMFT1ZUIPOT
4XJTT(PWFSONFOU 'FEFSBM7FUFSJOBSZ0GýDF  "OBMZTJTPO)VNBOF,JMMJOH.FUIPETGPS3FQUJMFTJOUIF4LJO
Trade.
53"''*$+FOLJOT .#SPBE4  *OUFSOBJUPOBM5SBEFJO3FQUJMF4LJOT"3FWJFX"OBMZTJTPGUIF.BJO
Consumer Markets.
6/$5"% #JP5SBEF *OJUJBUJWF  6/&18$.$   1SPNPUJOH UIF 4VTUBJOBCMF 4PVSDJOH PG 3FQUJMF -FBUIFST
0OMJOF(VJEFUP4VTUBJOBCMF3FQUJMF-FBUIFST 5BCMF
6/$5"%  *NQSPWJOH*OUFSOBUJPOBM4ZTUFNTGPS5SBEFJO3FQUJMF4LJOTCBTFEPO4VTUBJOBCMF6TF
6/$5"%  5SBEFBOE#JPEJWFSTJUZ5IF#JP5SBEF&YQFSJFODFJO-BUJO"NFSJDB
64'JTIBOE8JMEMJGF4FSWJDF 8FJTTHPME #-FVUFSJU[5  $*5&4"TJBO4OBLF5SBEF8PSLTIPQ
6OJUFE4UBUFT1BUFOUBOE5SBEFNBSL0GýDF  -BTFSNBSLJOHPO%JBNPOETQBUFOU/P64  #
7JFU /BN  4PDJBMJTU 3FQVCMJD PG .JOJTUSZ PG "HSJDVMUVSF  3VSBM %FWFMPQNFOU   5FDIOJDBM 3FHVMBUJPOT PO
#SFFEJOHUIF#VSNFTFBOE3FUJDVMBUFE1ZUIPOT

Consultations
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Consultations were undertaken with the following:

Government:
*OEPOFTJB&MTB.JSBOEB 1FSNBOFOU.JTTJPOPGUIF3FQVCMJDPG*OEPOFTJBUPUIF6OJUFE/BUJPOT %S3PTJDIPO
6CBJEJMMBI )FBE$*5&44" /BOEBOH1SJIBEJ #BEJBI#BEJ $*5&4." %S/#BNCBOH "XBM3JZBOUP $*5&4
SA).
*UBMZ"MFTTJP$FDDIJ 1FSNBOFOU.JTTJPOPG*UBMZUPUIF6OJUFE/BUJPOTJO(FOFWB
.BMBZTJB/VSIBOB*LOBM 1FSNBOFOU.JTTJPOPGUIF3FQVCMJDPG.BMBZTJBUPUIF6OJUFE/BUJPOT %S;BBCB;BJOVEJO %FQVUZ%JSFDUPS(FOFSBM %8/1 3PTFOEBO#JO.BU"NJ .JTMJBI.PIE#BTJS 4JNPO"OBL%BWJE 'BJSFOF
-FPOH$IJO-JO #VSIBOVEEJO.PIO/PS /PPS"MJG8JSB0TNBO /PSB[MJOEB3B[BL .PIE/BXBZBJ:BTBL
.FYJDP%BWJE%BNJBO 1FSNBOFOU.JTTJPOPG.FYJDPUPUIF6OJUFE/BUJPOTJO(FOFWB
1IJMJQQJOFT&MJ[BCFUI5F 1FSNBOFOU.JTTJPOPGUIF3FQVCMJDPGUIF1IJMJQQJOFTUPUIF6OJUFE/BUJPOTJO(FOFWB
4JOHBQPSF-ZF'POH,FOH %FQVUZ%JSFDUPS8JMEJGF4FDUJPO (FSBME/FP 4FOJPS.BOBHFS8JMEMJGF 
4XJU[FSMBOE.BUIJBT-ÚSTUDIFS $*5&4.BOBHFNFOU"VUIPSJUZ
6OJUFE4UBUFT3PEEZ(BCFM 5IPNBT-FVUFSJU[ 6OJUFE4UBUFT'JTIBOE8JMEMJGF4FSWJDFT 64'84 
Viet Nam: Thai Truyen (Deputy Director, CITES MA), Nguyen Thi Minh Thuong (Administration of Forestry).
Conservation and Research:
.BSL"VMJZB )FMNIPMU[$FOUSFGPS&OWJSPONFOUBM3FTFBSDI6'; 1FUFS#SB[BUJT /FX:PSL$FOUSBM1BSL;PP 
"BCBO#VUU *5$ +PIO$BMEXFMM 9FOZB$IFSOZ4DBOMPO *6$/ +PO)VUUPO 6/&18$.$ 5FE+PBOFO .JSJ[B
%,VTSJOJ #PHPS"HSJDVMUVSF6OJWFSTJUZ "MFKBOESP-BSSJFSB $SPDPEJMF4QFDJBMJTU(SPVQ $IBSMJF.BOPMJT 8JMEMJGF
.BOBHFNFOU *OUFSOBUJPOBM  %BOJFM /BUVTDI *6$/44$ #PB  1ZUIPO 4QFDJBMJTU (SPVQ  $PMNBO 0$SJPEBJO
8PSME8JMEMJGF'VOE 1BCMP4JOPWBT 6/&18$.$ 1IJMMJQF7JFJSB 'FEFSBUJPO)PSMPHFSF 5PNBT8BMMFS $IBJSPG
*6$/44$#PB1ZUIPO4QFDJBMJTU(SPVQ (SBIBNF8FCC $IBJS $SPDPEJMF4QFDJBMJTU(SPVQ 8PPEZ8PPEEXBSE '8$ 
Industry and Private Sector:
'SFEFSJD"MCJOZBOB 4*$1"1SPEVDUT4FDVSJUZ 3BMQI"SCFJE, #4""SVNVHBN -VDB#PMUSJ 6/*$ -FPOBSEP
#VSBUUJ (VDDJ$)  $BSBWFM 1FMMJ 1SFHJBUF  .BSDP $BWBMMJOJ 6/*$  &OSJDP $IJFTB *UBMIJEF  4JNPOF $PNQBSJOJ
1BOUFSF4SM $POTPS[JP$PODJBUPSJEJ1POUFB&HPMB $ISJTUPQIFS$PSEMFZ 4VTUBJOBCMF-VYVSZ'PSVN )FMFO
$SPXMFZ ,FSJOH "OPVDILB%JEJFS $BSUJFS )PMMZ%VCMJO &EVBSEP&TDPCFEP 3&41$4$1 ,BSMIFJO['VDIT %S
(JBN -VDB(JBOBOUJ %PMFNFO41" 3PEEZ(BCFM 64'84 "MEP(MJPYYJ 6/*$ *BO(SFHPSZ 7$$ .FTCBIVM
)PRVF "CBEJ +BZB 1UF  $IPPO )FPOH ,PI )FOH -POH -FBUIFS  4UFQIBOF ,VQGFS ,VQGFS $VJST  -FPOBSE
,XBO ,XBOQFO  -PSFOB -BJOP (VDDJ$)  5IPNBT -FVUFSJU[ 64'84  4FSHJP -J[[PMB 4*$1" 1SPEVDUT 4FDVSJUZ )FSWF-PVCFSU (PSEPO$IPJTZ ,IPP:FOH-FOH &NJMP.BUUFVDDJ -FHPUBO (VZ.PSHBO #43 1BSJT 
'JMJQQP/JTIJOP (VDDJ ,BUBSJOB/PTTBM *5$ .T1BSSJHSB[JB "OBODPOEB %BOJFM1FUFSMJO -7.)"TJB $ISJT
1MPUU "N5BO $ISJTUZ1MPUU "N5BO 3PTFMMB3BWBHMJ (VDDJ 1JFSSF3VHHJFSP "MM3FUBJM (BCSJP4BOJ *UB3FUUJMF 
(FPSHF4BQVUSB *3"5" 4PPO)FOH3FQUJMF5SBEJOH .S4VLPTP :BLJUB3FQUJMF$P .S4PGZBO :BLJUB3FQUJMF
$P $BP5SBC5VOH $MBVEF8BMUIFSU $'*4" &SJD8JSBEJOBUB *3"5" 8PPEZ8PPEXBSE '8$ 
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Notes
1
Consensus was reached amongst the stakeholders present in the meetings carried out during the course of
this Study.
 1SFQBSFEGPS6/$5"%CZ8FCC .BOPMJTBOE+FOLJOT  
 1SFQBSFEGPSUIF*OUFSOBUJPOBM5SBEF$FOUFS *5$ CZ,BTUFSJOF *5$ "SCFJE $POTVMUBOU $BJMMBCFU 53"''*$ 
BOE/BUVTDI *6$/44$#14(   
 *OEPOFTJB *UBMZ .BMBZTJB 4JOHBQPSF 4SJ-BOLB 4XJU[FSMBOE UIF6OJUFE4UBUFTBOE7JFU/BN
 %JSFDUDPOUSJCVUPSTJODMVEFE(PSEPO$IPJTZ $BSUJFS ,FSJOH(VDDJ 7FSUV UIF4XJTT'FEFSBUJPO)PSMPHÒSF
BOE3FTQPOTJCMF&DPTZTUFNT4PVSDJOH1MBUGPSN
6
See Annex 1, published on-line only at http://www.biotrade.org.
 ,BTUFSJOF " "SCFJE 3 $BJMMBCFU 0BOE/BUVTDI %  5IF5SBEFJO4PVUI&BTU"TJBO1ZUIPO4LJOT 
*OUFSOBUJPOBM5SBEF$FOUSF (FOFWB
 4FF"OOFY QVCMJTIFEPOMJOFPOMZBUIUUQXXXCJPUSBEFPSH
9
The CITES principle of sustainability entails ensuring that the exploitation of a species in international trade
is not detrimental to its survival in the wild.
10 5IF$*5&4QSJODJQMFPGMFHBMJUZFOUBJMTUIBUUIFTQFDJFTJTJODPOGPSNJUZXJUIUIFOPOEFUSJNFOUýOEJOHT /%'T PG
the scientific authority of the state of export and satisfies the management authority of the state of export that
the specimen was not obtained in contravention of the laws of the state for the protection of fauna and flora.
 8JUIUIJTQSJODJQMF $*5&4TFFLTUPFOTVSFUIBUQSPEVDUTPSJHJOBUJOHGSPNCJPEJWFSTJUZDBOCFFBTJMZUSBDFE
back to their origins.
 #BTFEPOQSFTFOUBUJPOCZ.S3BMQI"SCFJEBUUIF6/$5"%$*5&43PVOE5BCMFPO5SBDFBCJMJUZ4ZTUFNTBU
$*5&4$01PO.BSDI
13 See Chapter II.
 5IJTXBTFYQSFTTFEBU6/$5"%$*5&43PVOE5BCMFPO5SBDFBCJMJUZ4ZTUFNTBU$*5&4$P1BOEDPOTVMUBUJPOTDPOEVDUFEXJUISBOHF4UBUFTBOEPUIFSTUBLFIPMEFSTBU$P1 BOETVCTFRVFOUMZEVSJOHUIFDPVSTF
of the preparation of the Scoping Study.
15 Indonesia established a harvest quota of 90% for export and 10% for domestic purposes. See Annex 7:
Indonesia Scientific Authority and Management Authority, May, 2013 report.
 4FF,BTUFSJOFFUBM
 1PJOUFYQSFTTFE CZ %S /BOEBOH 1SJIBEJ  $*5&4 .BOBHFNFOU "VUIPSJUZ  *OEPOFTJB  EVSJOH UIF 6/$5"%
$*5&43PVOE5BCMFPO5SBDFBCJMJUZ4ZTUFNTBU$*5&4$P1PO.BSDI
 5IFSJTLPGDPVOUFSGFJUUBHTXBTEJTDVTTFE$*5&4IBTBNFDIBOJTNUPIBOEMFUIJTBOEUIFUBHNBOVGBDUVSFS
should be taken from a list of CITES approved tag manufacturing companies that report to CITES on tags
VTFEBOECZXIPN3FQPSUJOHDBOBMTPQSPWJEFJOGPSNBUJPOUPJEFOUJGZJMMFHBMUSBEFBTGPSFYBNQMFJGUXPUBHT
are used twice.
 4PVSDF"MM3FUBJM
20 Near field communication, a technology allowing the short-range wireless intercommunication of mobile
phones and other electronic devices. Source: http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/NFC.
 5IJTFOUJSFTFDUJPOPOTLJOOJOHQBUUFSOTXBTQSPWJEFECZ.S5PNÈT8BMMFSPO+VOFBTBDPOUSJCVUJPO
UPUIJT4UVEZ.S8BMMFSJTUIF%JSFDUPSPG$POTFSWBDJØO 'VOEBDJØO#JPEJWFSTJEBE "SHFOUJOB
22 'PSNFSMZXJUI6/&18$.$BOEQSJNBSZBVUIPSPGUIFBOOVBM*OUFSOBUJPOBM"MMJHBUPS$SPDPEJMF5SBEF4UVEZ *"$54 
 JTUIFNPTUSFDFOUZFBSXIFSFBEFRVBUF$*5&4"OOVBM3FQPSUTBSFBWBJMBCMFGPSBOBMZTJT
24 Export data directly compared with import data.
 *O5BCMF UIF4IPSU5BJMQZUIPOTQFDJFTJTDPNCJOFEVOEFS1ZUIPODVSUVT
26 4FFTFDUJPOPOTUPDLQJMFJOWFOUPSJFTBOE"OOFY1ZUIPOWorld Trade of Large CITES Listed Snake Species.
 3FDPNNFOEBUJPOTQSPWJEFECZ.S+PIO$BMEXFMMBTJOQVUUPUIF4UVEZ
 4FFi,FZýOEJOHTBOEOFYUTUFQTwPGUIJT4UVEZ
 +PO)VUUPO QFST$PNN %JSFDUPS6/&18$.$+VMZ 
30 See Annex 7, published on-line only at http://www.biotrade.org.
31 A few stakeholders estimated up to 60% of harvest in some areas, while others maintained that hand capture still accounted for the majority of the harvest.
 (SBIBNF8FCC QFST$PNN
33 Daniel Natusch, pers. Comm.
34 Further information regarding the passport system as it may apply to leather from python skins is awaited
GSPN(6$$*
 $4(  
 4FF6/&18$.$"OOFYMJTUPGSFQUJMFTTQFDJFTJOUSBEF4VTUBJOBCMF4PVSDJOHQSPHSBNNF QVCMJTIFE
on-line at http://www.biotrade.org.
37 See Annex 2, published on-line only at http://www.biotrade.org.
 %BOJFM/BUVTDI QFST$PNN
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